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As I was thinking what to write for this Intro, 
I wondered how many MLR magazines I’ve 
produced since 1997, and came up with an almost 
unbelievable total of 85 – including this issue! I 
nearly fell off my chair, but felt equally proud of 
the achievement too. I think I have a copy of each 
one too! 

The magazine, like the MLR itself, has evolved 
and changed over the last 20 years and we’ve 
seen a lot of ‘firsts’. This issue has a few  
firsts too;
-  the first time we’ve seen a cover car grace 

the front page for the second time – and in my 
humble opinion absolutely rightly, as it’s not 
only a work of art but created by one man’s 
own very talented hands, that man being Rob 
Kothenbeutel. 

-  the first time we’ve ever attempted a 4 car 
feature, especially when all the cars featured 
are one man’s sole passion, and even more 
uniquely all focus the legendary RS moniker. 
Take a bow Simon Cottingham! 

 -  the first time we’ve had guide to buying a car at 
a Japanese Auction, thanks to Jarlath Keary at 
Imeka Cars.

All great content and I hope you enjoy reading 
all these features, along with everything else 
in this issue. My thanks (as always) to all the 
contributors who have made this issue possible.

Another first relates to the MLR and a change to 
my own personal involvement after 20 years. A lot 
of you will have already read my announcement on 
the forum recently relating to ongoing personal 
issues and struggling with this and time to run 
the club, leading to my decision to sell part of the 
MLR to enable me to find some time for my family, 
but also an equally importantly for me, to ensure 
the MLR continues to thrive. 

It has without doubt been the hardest decision 
I’ve ever had to make in the 20 years of starting, 
building and running the club, but the MLR is 
a huge part of me, as is my family, and I was 
desperate to do the right thing for both. I can’t 
explain the relief in feeling I’ve succeeded. 

I’m not going anywhere though, as I’ll still be 
running events, producing evolution magazine, 
and managing the new MLR Shop; www.evoshop.
co.uk so I will see you all in 2018 at one or more of 
the various events we attend. 

My eternal thanks to everyone who has been an 
instrumental part of the MLR over the years, and 
for all your kind words on the forum, your continued 
support of the club and making the MLR what it has 
always been – an amazing place and resource for all 
things ‘evo’ – it really IS ‘evolution in action’!
Drive safe! 

Darin
Editor
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Evolution News

Mitsubishi Motors will give an exciting insight into the brand’s 

future direction with the world premiere of the Mitsubishi 

e-EVOLUTION CONCEPT at the 2017 Tokyo Motor Show.

Incorporating the very latest technology from the 

manufacturer, the e-EVOLUTION CONCEPT signals the start 

of an exciting new era which will see long-term growth and 

sustainable development for the brand.

The e-EVOLUTION CONCEPT blends Mitsubishi Motors’ 

signature 4WD electric drivetrain know-how with advanced 

Artificial Intelligence technology under a low-slung, highly-

aerodynamic SUV Coupé shape.

Mitsubishi Motors will announce more details on its 

new flagship concept car at the 45th Tokyo Motor Show 

2017, which takes place from October 27th-November 

5th (press days 25th & 26th October) at Tokyo Big Sight 

Exhibition Center.

evolution comment:
We’ve always believed there would be another ‘Evo’ and 

we always known it would only come to fruition should the 

technology be in place for the new car to meet exceptional 

environmental goals set by the company, so this release 

is in some ways what we expected although we’re still all 

speculating on that all-important factor of what the new 

e-Evolution Concept will look like!

The release leads us to conclude it’s a sportier, sexier, 

cleverer version of Mitsubishi’s pioneering Outlander PHEV, 

but will it be what ‘we’ all want it to be - a real performance 

car? A supercar slayer for the 21st Century?!  

There is certainly an argument to say the original Evos 

were very good at channeling new technology back in the 

nineties, and as highly turbocharged performance cars 

they were well ahead of the curve.  If the new e-Evolution 

utilises the technology from their Pikes Peak class 

winning car, then perhaps the e-Evolution’s ethos is right 

on point, and we’ll see ‘electrifying’ performance under a 

menacing looking skin which is exactly what the Evo has 

always been and why it has such a huge fan base.  If this 

package comes with the addition of amazing economy, 

who could ask for more?!

We, along with the rest of the world will be watching 

with great interest for news from Tokyo next month, but if 

Mitsubishi Motors get the e-Evolution Concept right – and 

we all hope they do -  they will once again be leading the 

pack, and have customers queuing down the road for a 

piece of Evo action!

MITsuBIsHI MOTORs TO uNVeIL e-eVOLuTION 
CONCePT AT 45TH TOKYO MOTOR sHOW
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We all knoW our cars are never really finished – there 
are alWays some changes or upgrades that become a 
priority.  rob kothenbeutel knoWs this better than most, 
and even though his shoW Winning evo Which graced 
these pages in issue 15 Would have been enough for most 
of us mere mortals, rob Wanted more.  tWo years later 
he has achieved his goal of building arguably one of the 
most unique evos on the planet, but most impressively of 
all he’s built it all himself!  

EVIL EVOEVIL EVO
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Words: Rob Kothenbeutel   Photography: Viktor Benyi

Ask any true enthusiast where the flaws are in their 
build. Ask them about the list of parts or upgrades 
they have planned. Rarely will you ever come across 
someone who truly feels accomplished or completed 
with their build. Enter 2008 when I purchased this 
Lancer Evolution 9 MR completely bone stock, second 
owner with 20,000 miles on the clock. Coming off 
of my first real car; a ‘99 Mitsubishi Eclipse GS 
anniversary edition, I was firm on the idea of leaving 
this car stock and reliable. The eclipse underwent 
numerous upgrades and engine builds. From 
learning to tune, to learning to assemble a block; this 
car was the guinea pig for what was to come.

Skip ahead to the winter of 2012, 35 degrees 
outside and 2 am in a tiny little condo garage unit. 
I was figuring out how to separate a transfer case 
from the transmission for the first time. Amped up 
on Redbull and the desire for more power out of this 
little 4g63 Mitsubishi power plant, this was the first 
of many long nights to come over the next 5 years. I 
smile and often discuss with close friends what was 
going through my mind back then and if I had any 
clue where I would be 5 years later with the car. Let’s 
take a closer look at how the car went from a stock 

appearing 360whp 2 litre to this massive Taikyu wide 
body 900+ awhp ‘Evil Evo’.

Ironically the name ‘Evil Evo’ came before the car. 
So maybe that answers the question of the chicken 
and the egg… I was sitting on the couch at my parents’ 
house trying to come up with creative license plate 
ideas browsing the DMV (department of Motor 
Vehicles) website checking to see what was available 
and what wasn’t. Then it just happened. “EVILEVO” 
was available circa 2008. I knew as soon as the evo 
was available for sale in the States (USA) in 2003 
that I wanted one. Being a huge Mitsu fan obviously 
from my first car in 99’, this was the crown jewel; the 
Ferrari that Mitsubishi decided to finally let us have. 
A few months later in 2008 the perfect example of an 
Evo was available at a dealer used and completely 
clean and stock. Driving the 3 hour trip home in the 
EVO after I bought it was one of the most enjoyable, 
blissful drives I’ve ever been on. I still remember that 
day like it was last week. I was following my Eclipse 
on the highway admiring both cars but immediately 
knew deep down inside that the Eclipse had just been 
replaced in my heart. It wasn’t long after that the bug 
had bitten me to start modifying the car!
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Let’s jump ahead to the many variations that 
this car has gone through and the concepts behind 
them. For many people, they modify a car on the fly 
without a real plan behind it or an end vision to the 
build. I can attest to beginning the build that way. 
Adding parts here and there, finding good deals 
on the forums for used parts that I liked or parts I 
knew I wanted to upgrade at some point. Next thing 
you know the $50 parts and the $150 parts are all 
purchased and installed and you have to slowly 
increase your price range for new mods and parts. 
When you’re on a budget you tend to cringe a little as 
you hit the ‘buy’ button on your computer. As you get 
older and a little more financially stable, the range of 
parts become easier to stomach. 

The first major purchase to the car was the Varis 
version 09 full exterior kit. This one took many back 

and forths and contemplating, not to mention the 
6 month wait for the parts to arrive. The next few 
months flew by quickly for me. The end of 2012 to 
first half of 2013 I fitted the kit and then proceeded 
to tear the car apart for a full color change and the 
first real makeover. I rolled the car out to the first 
event in May of 2013 with the kit fully installed, a 
fresh color change and carbon fibre everywhere on 
the car. It had made quite the statement. “Ask any 
true enthusiast where the flaws are in their build”. 
This statement I stand firmly behind. Even rolling out 
a brand new build and brand new car after owning 
it already 5 years, I still wasn’t happy. There was 
something not quite right. But what was missing? 
It had a built engine, suspension, wheels and tires, 
exterior work and interior work. Well, so did a lot of 
cars in the scene. I think this is where things changed 

Feature  //  eVIL eVO
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for me. This first season going to events and showing 
the car, I wanted to have something nobody else had. 
Why follow the same formula? 

At the end of the first season I decided to pull 
the engine once again. Not because it was blown or 
had issues. I pulled it because I wanted to create a 
new canvas to display it on. I had been doing a lot of 
research on shaving engine bays and performing wire 
tucks. This was a popular thing in the Honda scene 
but rarely ever done in the Evo community. I knew 
this was something I wanted to have, and I knew it 
was something I was going to do myself as with all 
things on this car. At the end of the winter of 2014 
entering 2015 again I roll out to the first show of the 
season with another new variation of the Evo. This 
time with updated interior to include a fully welded 
9 point cage, a new wheel/tire combination, a new 
forward facing turbo setup with big power in mind, 
and a freshly done shaved and tucked engine bay! 
But again something wasn’t quite right with the car. 
Something that didn’t feel right about it, what was I 
missing? What didn’t I feel good about? 

Another season passes with success. Enter the 

winter of 2015 and plans for undercarriage and a 
new trunk setup for audio and air assist cup kit. After 
stripping and recoating the entire underside of the 
car, I placed orders for the entire Cusco catalogue of 
underbracing and Beatrush/Laile paneling. That still 
wasn’t good enough. I hand polished every Beatrush/
Laile aluminum panel prior to installing them. I 
removed every control arm from the car and the rear 
subframe and hand polished those too. Anything 
under the car that was aluminum got the hand polish 
special treatment. Why would someone do this and go 
through these extremes? Why not? 

From building the Eclipse on a budget I learned 
the lesson early to ‘build it once and build it right’. 
If you’re going to upgrade something, save up and 
get the parts you really want to get the first time. 
No sense buying a cheaper version or knockoff 
parts when you won’t be happy with it down the road 
because you know it isn’t the real thing. Now knowing 
that in the back of my head throughout this build, you 
might understand why I did what I did to the entire 
undercarriage. Something still wasn’t right though; 
I didn’t love the overall look of the car. It was an 
all-around beast sitting with just over 900 all wheel 
horse power and 700 torque. Suspension, drivetrain 

and interior all upgraded to support the power. 
There wasn’t a bolt I hadn’t touched at this point, but 
luckily I was able to compete in the Optima Batteries 
Ultimate Street car invitational in Las Vegas Nevada. 
This helped me identify a couple things I wanted to 
upgrade and redesign with the car, but what else was 
there possibly left to do to the car. 

We discussed the price ranges of parts earlier, 
as you can imagine I had graduated into the big boy 
mods that took a lot more planning and thought into 
them before you clicked that purchase button. At this 
stage in the car, I was pretty much out of parts to 
buy and needed to sit down at the drawing board and 
develop a new design. Something nobody had done 
yet. Something that would push my skill level to the 
ultimate challenge. 

One little abbreviation that any tuner in the States 
can understand, respect the effort to pull it off and 
either love or hate; “RHD”. At this point in the build 
process of the car I have proven that I can complete the 
more custom and advanced mods that are rarely seen 
amongst other Evos in the States. I knew what this mod 
would take and knowing me and how I like to approach 

a build, I was immediately looking for anything and 
everything I could upgrade at the same time.

Also knowing how custom this was going to end up 
being, I started looking into more custom installs and 
tricks you might often see in Time Attack racing builds 
purely for function. Enter the fully tubbed engine bay 
concept with a more tucked custom harness with 
milspec versatility for servicing the engine. 

In my research I came across several half tubbed 
bays but not a true full tubbed engine bay. After 
further conversations recently, they are out there, 
just few and far between amongst the CT9A Evo 
chassis. I knew I had to pull this off, but what else 
could I do? What else did I not like about the car? 

As demon eyes have become more and more 
common in the newer cars, this was always something 
I wanted for the car. I’ve seen a few sets done with a 
false quad setup where the high beam was removed 
and replaced with a dummy lens and a demon inside 
to appear as a quad. While this idea was a good start, I 
wanted a true functioning quad projector with demons. 
With some new Morimoto parts and color changing 
demons eyes, one week later I had a clean new set of 
JDM Evo 8MR true quad projectors ready for install. 
But that still wasn’t enough. 
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ENGINE  4G64 2.4 litre stroker block
 eagle 100mm forged crankshaft
 Wiseco 1400HD pistons 9.0:1 CR
  MAP Performance ultimate duty steel connecting rods 

(long rod 156mm)
 ARP main studs
 Balance shaft delete
 MAP Performance ultimate Duty Head studs
 MAP Performance Mivec feed solution
 Cometic Headgasket
 ACL main and rod bearings
 Ported Mivec head street/strip
 GsC R2 Mivec camshafts for stroker engine
 GsC super chromoly stainless intake valves 1mm oversized
 GsC black nitride coated exhaust valves 1mm oversized
 upgraded manganese valve guides
 Kiggly bee hive titanium valvesprings
 Kiggly HLA
 Tomei adjustable exhaust cam gear
 Gates Blue Kevlar timing belt
 Zaklee clear cam gear cover
 Mishimoto half radiator with FAL slim fan
 A/C deleted
 spoolinup coil on plug with carbon mounting plate
 Baffled catch can with 10an lines
 Magnus V5 intake manifold coated matte black
 Accufab 90mm Throttle body
 eTs 3” upper intercooler pipe
 Tial Q blow off valve
 eTs 5” core front mount intercooler
 JDL Auto Designs Forward Facing T4 Twinscroll turbo kit
 Dual Tial MVs 38mm wastegates
  Forced Performance super 99 HTZ Turbo with T4 

divided 1.15 A/R 103lbs/min flow 
 3” open dump Testpipe with 60mm wastegate
 Tomei expreme TI full titanium catback exhaust 3”
 Magnus black anodized fuel rail
 6an braided PTFe coated fuel return lines from tank
 8an braided PTFe coated fuel feed lines from tank
 Fuel lab fuel pressure regulator
  Full Blown twin fuel pump with dual Walbro 450lph  

e85 pumps 
 FIC 2150cc fuel injectors
 6an PTFe coated power steering lines
 B&M oil cooler with 8an PTFe lines
 Mishimoto polished coolant reservoir
 AeM V2 eCu tuned on flex fuel e85/pump
 Nitrous express Intercooler Chiller with 10lb bottle
 Nitrous express Remote bottle opener
 
DRIVETRAIN TRe stage 3, 5 speed transmission
 - evo 9 1st 2nd gears
 - evo 8 3rd 4th 5th gears
 - HKs 4.11 final drive
 - shot peened/ cryo treated
 Full 5 speed conversion from MR 6 speed
 TRe built front transfer case with Wavetrac LsD
 TRe built unlocked rear differential
 Torque solutions driveshaft carrier bushings
 Torque solutions rear differential bushings 
 Torque solutions motor mount set
 Torque solutions exhaust hangers
 exedy triple disc clutch
 sTM 1 piece braided clutch line
 B&G short shifter
 Blox Titanium 490Le shift knob
 solid shifter base bushings
 solid shifter cable bushings

SUSPENSION/BRAKES  ssR Professor sP4 18x11 et4 custom coated spokes 
Flare Bronze/ polished lips

 Falken Azenis  RT615k+ 275 35 18 rubber
 Tein Flex coilovers
 Tein eDFC
 Cusco Titanium strut bar
 DC sports rear Titanium strut bar
 Whiteline front 24mm sway bar
 Perrin 26mm rear adjustable sway bar

  Northrup Fabrications full weld in roll cage NHRA  
legal 9 point

 Cusco front member power brace
 Cusco type II lower brace
 Cusco FC lower brace
 Cusco Fs lower brace
 Cusco C lower brace
 energy suspension master bushing kit
 ATe super blue brake fluid
 endless 6 piston front brake kit/ 4 piston rear brake kit
 - 14” front slotted rotors
 - 13” rear slotted rotors
 - endless stainless lines
 - endless street performance pads
 2” Brake ducting from bumper to front brakes
 Beatrush/Laile Aluminum front under tray
 Beatrush/Laile Aluminum under panels polished
 NRG Innovations short hub and quick release
 Key!s Racing suede steering wheel 
 stanceparts 4 corner air cup system

AUDIO/INTERIOR Kenwood DNX 9980HD 7” double din gps head unit
 Infinity Kappa 6.5” with components
 Infinity Kappa 6.5” rears
 JL Audio 12W6 in custom Fibreglass enclosure in trunk
 Kicker ZX750.1, Mono amp
 Kicker ZX650.4, 4 channel amp
 Optima Yellow top battery relocated to trunk
 Full wire tuck and rebuilt main engine harness
 AeM Digital boost gauge
 AeM Digital oil pressure gauge
  Innovate LC-1 wideband with gauge custom mounted in 

instrument cluster
  Bride Maziora Gias limited edition drivers/ 

passengers seats
 Bride upholstered interior door cards
  Bride upholstered rear seat to match front seats with 

all authentic Bride material
 Black suede headliner
 Key!s Racing suede steering wheel
  sparco Competition 6 pt drivers harness,  

4pt passenger harness

ExTERIOR Doluck Carbon duckbill trunk
  seibon all four carbon fibre doors re-cleared  

for better uV
 Mynes hood dampeners
 Hella supertone horns mounted in left center of bumper
 Varis super Taikyu Time Attack Wide body kit #2 in usA
 - 50mm wide front fenders
 - 50mm wide rear over fenders
 -  Full Time attack front bumper with all carbon 

accessories
 - sideskirts with time attack carbon air cooling guides
 - Rear bumper with 3 piece carbon diffuser
 - Time Attack Carbon GT wing 1700mm
 Varis Version 1 Carbon Fibre hood
 Roof overlaid with carbon fibre
 Craftsquare carbon fibre mirrors
 Japanese Domestic Market evo 8 MR Headlights
 Japanese Domestic Market evo 8 MR tail lights
  Japanese Domestic Market evo 8 MR amber fender  

turn signals
 Titanium through-the-hood GT style Tow hook
  BAsF R-M Diamont Zyrilliant Battleship Grey with Gold 

Pearl code R035
 BAsF R-M Diamont Glamour Clear DC5335 
 engine bay full tubbed and shaved
 First in usA fully converted to right hand drive 

SPONSORS Belkirk Auto Rebuild
 english Racing
 Falken Tire Company
 Detective Coatings
 APC Auto spa
 Ceramic Pro usA
 BAsF R-M
 Tredwear
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Enter the Varis Super Taikyu Time Attack wide 
body kit with a new one off exterior color by R-M 
Zyrriliant brand paint. I first remember seeing this 
kit back when I bought the Evo in 2008 and was 
never a fan of it. It just didn’t look right. So what 
other wide body options do we have? Voltex which is 
extremely overplayed and commonly knocked off by 
cheap copies of it, or you have this newer kit called 
the Clinched widebody which reminded me of Liberty 
walk fad that was somehow retrofitted to the Evo 
body lines….poorly. 

I started building renderings of the car with the kit 
and working closely with BASF on a custom color. 
The more I liked how this plan was working out. At 
this point in the build, the engine bay was nearly 
complete and functioning as a RHD Evo with sheet 
metal tubs that I had crafted together and welded in. 
The next step was spraying on the finish coats to the 
bay in my garage then stripping the car down to the 

bare shell to get ready for the new color. The new 
BASF R-M Zyrriliant Battleship grey with Gold pearl 
effect coat was going to be the ultimate color. What 
was left at this point on the exterior that I missed? 

How about swapping out the cheap Seibon hood 
and trunk and APR GT mirrors for matching Japanese 
manufactured parts such as a Do-luck duckbill 
carbon trunk, Varis version 1 carbon hood and 
Craftsquare carbon fiber mirrors? Why not, I’ve gone 
this far with the build, why go cheap on the details? 

As the kit arrived and I started to prep it out I was 
left with the big questions, how am I going to affix 
this thing to the car? Being that there aren’t too many 
of these in the world and they primarily sit on full 
track cars, they’re usually just riveted to the car and 
it’s called a day. Again, how can I do something that 
sets this build again up one more level? The current 
trend of the build has strayed away from carbon fibre 
materials and into Titanium. Most of which I designed 
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and or made myself. How about titanium fasteners 
on the entire exterior of the car? This will allow the 
serviceability of the car still if a panel needs to come 
off and double as pleasing to the eye. 

Over 240 hand polished and coloured fasteners 
later, we are in business with a means of attaching 
the kit to the car. Carefully installed nutserts to 
the body gave the fasteners something to bite into 
and a thin bead of Sikoflex black sealant kept all 
the seams sealed up tight from moisture. The only 
thing left at this point was setting the correct height 
for the car and finding a good wheel/tire combo. 
Being a faithful Falken Tire ambassador, I reached 
out to my rep and was set up with a fresh set of 
their newly released RT615k+ tires in a 275/18. The 
last component was a wheel that could fill the new 
width at 50mm more each side but also make that 
gold pearl pop. Already having a custom set of SSR 
Wheels SP4 3 piece gave me some options in custom 
barrels and finishes for them. The final sizing and 
finish came out to an 18x11 with a 5” polished lip 
and ‘Flare Bronze’ coloured spokes; perfect! The 
bronze made that gold pop just like I wanted and no 
ridiculous spacers were needed. 

So where does the car sit now? Am I happy with it 
finally? This is the first time I’ve felt truly amazed by 

this machine I have built. Not necessarily for what 
it looks like or how it performs but more for where 
it came from and where it is now. How much I’ve 
progressed as a builder and fabricator. Being able to 
walk away from the car knowing that I built it almost 
entirely myself out my garage based on the plans I 
drew up and ideas I put to paper, that is what this is 
all about for me. 

If there are 2 takeaways from this read which 
tell you the theme to the build, here they are; do it 
once-do it right and do what nobody else has done. 
At the end of the day I wanted a well-rounded build 
that touched every aspect of the car, not just the 
basic stuff we see on ‘builds’ at every event we go 
to. I wanted this car to reflect my creativity and my 
abilities as a mechanic and a builder. I wanted to 
prove to everyone who sees it that anything can be 
achieved out of your home garage as an enthusiast. 
You don’t have to have a shop or pay someone to 
design and build your ideal car, go do it yourself. 
And lastly, be sure you’re building it for the right 
reasons. Build it for you and not for a score card 
at a car show or a trend or fad that happens to be 
popular at that particular time in our history. Fads 
die, but the love and passion you put into your build 
will last forever. 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE 
BRAKING FOR HIGH 
PERFORMANCE CARS 
The Girodisc system is a direct replacement for the OE disc, it maintains 
your factory brake bias and ABS ef� ciency. Girodiscs are “plug & play” 
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of the disc is made from 6061-T6 aircraft speci� cation aluminium, giving 
a reduction in unsprung weight. The disc is manufactured from premium 
quality cast iron, and � nished to the same speci� cation to that used by 
professional race teams. The discs incorporate a curved vane design, 
developed to act as a centrifugal pump forcing cold air through the disc 
to aid cooling ef� ciency.

HIGH QUALITY 2 PIECE REPLACEMENT 
DISCS FROM £415 + VAT
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There are hundreds of automotive 
events throughout the UK every year, 
in fact you can easily attend one 
every weekend if you wanted, so the 
thought of creating another event 
seemed a bit crazy.

However, it makes a lot of sense when it’s a new and 

original, and having wanted to organize the UK’s first 

MOD (Mitsubishi Owners Day) & Evo Festival for some 

time, this year seemed the perfect reason being that it 

was the MLR’s 20th Anniversary too. What better way 

to celebrate by bringing everyone together from the 

Mitsubishi family?!

I’d already managed to book what I consider to be one 

of the best circuits in the UK, Cadwell Park, over the 

weekend of 26/27 August, with the plan being to run an 

MLR trackday on Saturday followed by a round of the 

Pace Ward MLR Sprint Series on the Sunday. 

So the on-track action was all set and was the 

perfect backdrop for a chilled out weekend for everyone 

who’d be taking part in the MOD & Evo Festival... I just 

needed to put together a schedule for this which worked 

alongside the track.

First and foremost I didn’t want to try and recreate 

another Japfest, but rather focus on having a relaxing 

weekend where everyone was there simply to enjoy their 

cars – and everyone else’s - and make it affordable too, 

so what better than free entry... and free camping... and 

free to enter the show & shine!? Absolutely unheard of in 

car show circles, but why not if we could??

My initial plan was for everyone to also park / camp 

together ‘en masse’ wherever they wanted as Cadwell 

has some big open spaces, but on second thoughts that 

felt a step too far as most of us like to park with our 

friends or club. Enter Paul (Cadwell’s Circuit Manager) 

who called at the perfect time to say they’d created a 

new area in the paddock designed purely for shows and 

displays. Fantastic! All of a sudden we had the ideal 

solution to allocate parking areas for the different clubs 

and groups attending. 

I’m very pleased that Ross at Ross Sport, and Conor & 

Darren at Mitsubishi Motors UK were all really keen to be 

involved - both helped promote the event through their 

social network links, which all helped spread the gospel 

according to Mitsubishi... and with more PR taking place 

throughout Facebook and the forum. 

Mitsubishi Motors UK also supplied a transporter 

full of cars from their Heritage Collection which was 

a sight to see, and was wonderful to have a range of 

classic Mitsubishi’s at the first show. The cars included 

the Lancer 1600 Mk1 (the actual first car they sold in 

the UK), Lancer 2000 Turbo, Evo 6 TME, Evo x FQ-440, 

GTO3000, Mitsubishi Jeep, and representing the current 

model lineup; an L200 Special Vehicle Projects and the 

Words: Darin   Photography: Steve Jackman,  
Darren O’Brien & xtreme Sports Photography
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Outlander PHEV. They were kept company with some 

great displays from the MLR, Evolution FB group, Galant 

VR4 Club and Colt Owners, with a handful of individuals 

displaying their own cars too. 

All the cars which attended - including Mitsubishi’s 

Heritage Collection - were automatically included in 

Saturday’s Show & Shine, and we had trophies ready to 

be presented for every model of Mitsubishi, and also for 

every Evo - and we almost had each model at the event 

too... but always good to leave room for improvement! 

In addition to watching the track action or even 

getting involved by being a passenger, everyone had 

the opportunity to have some professional photography 

taken of their car with the circuit as the backdrop 

courtesy of Steve Jackman, or there was the chance to 

look at the trade stands and Evo / Mitsi-jumble – which 

was a new idea and one which is guaranteed to become 

more popular (how many people have got spare part they 

don’t want?!). 

At 4pm all the trophy winners were presented with 

their silverware on the MLR’s Sprint Series podium, 

which left enough time for everyone to start assembling 

for the Mitsubishi Parade which scheduled to kick off 

after the trackday had finished, and gave everyone the 

experience of driving a few laps of the circuit. The great 

part was that (almost) everyone was able to take part 

without the need for helmets, and even kids could go in 

the back if the car had 4 doors. 

We had wondered whether we’d get anywhere near 

the World Record which the MLR set in 2008, but sadly 

we didn’t... although it was still a great sight seeing 

nearly 80 Mitsubishi’s on track being led by the first & 

last turbocharged Lancer; the Lancer 2000 Turbo and 

the Evo x FQ-440. Judging by the smiles on everyone’s 

faces it went down a storm, but it wasn’t all over as the 

clubhouse bar and restaurant was open, and Gary (the 

DJ) kicked off his set around 7:30pm until late... although 

I’m sorry to say I didn’t see the end as I was knackered, 

and had an early start with the Sprint a few hours ahead!

Sunday dawned bright and sunny – we couldn’t have 

prayed for better weather! and once the Sprint was 

underway, focus turned to each of the show winners from 

Saturday going into the Sunday Show-Off for two special 

awards; Peoples Choice and Best of Festival!
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With all the winning cars from the previous day lined 

up either side of the podium, judging got underway by 

everyone who was at the show - nothing better than the 

owners themselves voting for their favourite cars! - and 

with the majority of cars at the event being Evos, it wasn’t 

a huge surprise to see two Evo owners taking home a 

couple of spectacular trophies. 

With the Cadwell Park Sprint coming to an end at 3pm 

and FTD going to a stormin’ Phil Reed in his Evo... so 

quick he left before he could receive his trophy (!), the 

UK’s first MOD & Evo Festival was officially closed by all 

the owners still present by driving down to the circuit’s 

Start Line for more photos, before being led off for a final 

lap by the same two Lancers which led the parade on 

Saturday evening. 

It was the perfect end to an equally exceptional and 

relaxed weekend, and after all the great feedback we’ve 

received I’m certainly planning on doing it again in 2018. 

Where and when has yet to be confirmed, but Ross 

and Mitsubishi Motors UK have already pledged their 

support, so I’ll look forward to releasing the MOD & Evo 

Festival 2018 details asap, and hope to see you there! 

SATURdAy SHOW & SHINE WINNERS

Best Evo 1 Trevor Mudd

Best Evo 2 n/a

Best Evo 3 n/a

Best Evo 4 Perry Toft

Best Evo 5 Darren O’Brien

Best Evo 6 Rich & Carly Beel

Best Evo TME Rich White

Best Evo 7 Dave Thomas

Best Evo 8 Aaron Monkman

Best Evo 9 John Wilson

Best Evo X Andy Kelly

Best Lancer Ralliart n/a

Best Colt Danielle Coppin

Best FTO Doug

Best Galant Jake Stevens

Best Classic Darren Hughes

Best 4x4 MMUK

SUNdAy SHOW OFF WINNERS

Peoples Choice John Wilson, Evo 9

Best of Festival Rich & Carly Beel, Evo 6
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it’s fair to say that simon cottingham caught the evo bug 
ever since he got behind the Wheel of his first evo over 

eight years ago, but during the course of oWnership he also 
found the raW qualities of the rs version an intoxicating 

drug. he’s noW turned a habit into an art form and has 
the enviable collection across these pages to choose from 

When he feels like a hit of rs fuelled adrenalin!

Feature  //  FOur PLaY
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Words: Simon Cottingham   Photography: Matt Jones (Coconut Flamingo)

WHY HAVe I DONe THIs TO MYseLF? 
I do ask this question quite a lot, until I drive any of 
the RS collection.  You could say I have an addiction, 
but I call it a love for everything Evolution.

My first Evo was purchased back in 2009 – an Evo 
8 GSR in yellow, imported from Japan. I bought her 
during the financial crash and had a cracking deal 
and collection was close to home. It had been very 
lightly modified to Stage 1 with 351bhp. I remember 
driving it onto the slip road of the M5 leaving 
Clevedon, thinking wow this is exactly the feeling 
I’ve been looking for. Previously I’d had a few Nissan 
Pulsars with a variety of horsepower but they did not 
feel as competent as my new Evo!

I kept the car for a few years but had a disaster 
tuning it to 500bhp so lost all confidence and was 
forced to sell her on, but I missed Evo ownership and 
in 2013 I bought myself a Canal Blue Tommi Makinen 
from Swindon, again for an absolute bargain. It was 
a UK model nr 114 and again with light mods running 
330bhp. 

As soon as I drove this car it felt lighter and more 
raw than my 8, and during the time I owned the car 
I developed this a little further by removing the AYC 
and fitting an RS diff kit and a set of Ohlins, which 
really enhanced the handling dramatically. 

The RS diff kit was my downfall really as it made 
me aware of the RS models. I was looking online 
at specifications of the RS and came across a low 

mileage grade 4 Evo 6 RS, standard and ready to be 
purchased on a personal import service from Japan. I 
made the plunge and bought myself a second Evo, so 
now I owned a TME and an RS.

The RS arrived in the UK and I collected her from 
Torque GT in September of 2015. As I drove away I 
could tell that this was completely different to my 
previous and currently owned Evos.

It was light nimble, no creature comforts, raw like 
a rally car and luckily for me had a Cusco LSD set up 
fitted by the previous owner in Japan. This was the 
start of my RS addiction!

 In the meantime not being put off by past bad 
experience of heavily modifying, I approached Norris 
Designs prior to the car hitting the UK to formulate 
a specification to my exact requirements which was 
around the 600bhp mark. I booked the RS in with the 
Kelly at Norris Designs and dropped the RS off in 
October 2015. Thus leaving me with my TME to play 
with and make my annual trip to the Welsh Rally.

I collected my 6RS fully modified and as you are 
aware if you love to modify, the spec had grown 
significantly prior to the original!  I drove her away 
and genuinely could not believe how well the RS took 
the power and the handling was unreal. The most 
perfectly set up car I had ever driven (at that time). 

Enjoying my 6RS, I started to notice the price 
of TMEs had rocketed in value. Mine had literally 
doubled and it just didn’t drive like my RS. I put 
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feelers out about selling it and to be honest it was a 
very easy sale. Whilst selling I came across a 9 RS 
again over at Torque GT in Jan 2016, this one was in 
the UK and a previous buyer had gone back on the 
deal. It was offered to me and I jumped at the change 
of ownership. It was completely stock with 22k miles 
on the clock and not a single modification had been 
carried out. 

I always wanted a 9 for that rear end, it’s got to be 
one the best rears on any car out there!

I said to myself “keep this stock be a good boy!“ 
but by the end of January I had been back in contact 
with team at Norris Designs with a decent spec for 
460bhp. I held off booking it in but this failed and off I 
went in May 2016 to drop the car off.

In the meantime I had asked Torque GT to send 
me details of any RS models that came up in auction 

or on sale in Japan. As you can imagine they don’t 
often come up and are a real rarity. Luckily for me 
a 2RS came up for auction. I hadn’t ever seen one in 
the flesh before never mind a picture of one that was 
bone stock, 30k miles on the clock and in absolutely 
pristine condition carrying a grade 4 badge for 
condition. 

I thought it was to good to be true, but I went in 
with a figure and secured the car in March 2016. The 
car arrived in UK and I collected it in September 
2016. Not a single bit of rust to be found anywhere 
on the body or the underside of the car.  Completely 
different driving experience as you can imagine. The 
“2“ feels incredibly light but the handling is not in 
the same league as the later models even in their 
stock condition.  This one is purely for showing and 
enjoying I have to admit when convoying the cars to 

Feature  //  FOur PLaY
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shows I always choose the 2RS to drive myself.
Since buying the 2RS the work completed so far 

includes replacing the manifold heat shield and the 
middle section of dash where a heater control was 
missing – both with stock parts. This car will remain 
bone stock and will only be driven with care on rare 
occasions.

Back to the Evo 9 RS... So I collected her from 
Norris Designs in July 2016 at the 460bhp mark. 
Fanastic spec but after driving my 6 the heavier Evo 
9 didn’t perform or feel how I wanted it to. So this is 
where things got expensive (!). 

I went back to Norris Designs and said I wanted 
big power over the 700bhp mark.  A specification was 
drawn up with every angle covered from handling, 
diff control and engine build, and I dropped the car off 
in November 2016.

The call had been received to collect the 9 in 
December 2016 and was the second year for a big 
build on an Evo as a Christmas present to myself.

Simon asked my to take the car for a spin to see 
what I thought. After many expletives were thrown 
from mine and my friends mouths, I think you can 
safely say I was happy with the car.

The power delivery is absolutely insane and to 
handle the power the modifications were extremely 
carefully put together. It’s a bit of a myth within the 
scene that an extremely high powered Evo won’t go 
around corners and I can safely say this is not the 
case if you have the correct supporting modifications.

I love this car. It’s far more capable than the 6RS 
but feels modern as we know. I didn’t like it all when 
it was standard though - I thought it was terrible, 

but the current specification really makes for an 
impressive road/track car. Living in South Wales both 
the 6 and 9 need to be very capable of handling our 
awesome roads, which thankfully they do.

In November 2016 I met some lovely lads on a 
night out who decided they liked my phone and wallet 
which put me in hospital for a few weeks. 

To assist with my boredom Darren from Torque Gt 
sent me auction details so I could look at cars coming 
up (good sales tactic!). This is when I first saw the 
10 RS. Grade 4.5, incredibly low miles and the only 
modification was a set of Ohlins which I’m quite fond of. 

My first thought was ‘you shouldn’t!’, ‘where will 
it live and where will you find the funds?” After a few 
weeks of talking myself into it, I bought the 10RS. 

I collected the car in May 2017 and immediately 
hit a few stumbling blocks with regards to spec’ing. 
I’ve tried my best to match the cars as best I can in 
external looks same wheels, tyres and matching 
number plates, but this time I couldn’t match the 
wheels. I usually go for Rays CE28Ns in Bronze but 
Rays don’t do them anymore to suit the 10. I went for 
Rays European release version under the guidance of 
Torque GT to try and get the 3 older models to match 
up as best I can.

I have big plans for the 10 which will come into play 
in Spring 2018, and I’m on the look out for a 6RS/TME 
which will be my next purchase which is proving to 
be quite difficult, but I’m sure I will find the right car 
eventually!

Massive thanks to Darin at the MLR, Norris 
Designs and Torque GT – I look forward to meeting 
more members at up and coming shows! 
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PERFORMANCE  575bhp 97 Ron unleaded

ENGINE Norris Designs 2.0 litre Long Rod Drop In Forged 

 I Beam upgrade

 Kelford Cams

 Norris Designs springs and Pulleys

 Iridium spark Plug set

 ID 1000 Injectors

 sard Regulator and Required Hosing

 Norris Designs 5.5R Full Turbo Kit

 4” Inlet Pipe

 Norris Designs Custom exhaust system

 Decat Pipe

 Norris Designs Front Pipe

 Link G4 ecu (ALs on switch, Launch Control Always On)

 K@N Air Filter

 Norris Designs Intercooler Kit

 Air Temperature sender and Boss

 Norris Designs Breather system c/w sump Return

 Zaklee Clear Top Cambelt Cover

 Custom engine Damper set up

TRANSMISSION standard Rs Gearbox and Transmission

 exedy Twin Plate Clutch

 standard Rs Front Diff

 uprated Cusco Rear Diff

 spec R expansion Bottle

 spec R Power steering Vessle

 Rexpeed Bonnet Dampers

SUSPENSION Ohlins R&T suspension with full set up for B Road use

 Front Carbing strut Brace

 Rear Rs strut

 Full super Pro Bush Kit

BRAKES Front  AP Racing 6 Pot Front Kit 332mm

  Rear – Refurbished standard evo Brembo Calipers  

in Black 

 Full super Pro Bush Kit

WHEELS & TYRES Rays Volk Ce28N 17x18.5 eT30 5x114 Bronze Wheels

 Rays Centre Caps Bronze

 Rays Durlock Light Weight Wheel Nuts Gun Metal

 Yokohama Advan Neova AD08s

ExTERIOR standard

INTERIOR Recaro Profi sP-G Perlon Velour seat

 Recaro seat Rails

 scroth Harnesses

 Norris Designs Custom Harness Bar

 Greddy Oled Boost Controller 

 HKs Turbo Timer

 Nardi Torino steering Wheel

 Alpine screen and sat Nav

  Defi Gauges (engine Temp, engine Pressure, Boost)  

and Gauge Pillar Pod

EVO VI
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PERFORMANCE  730bhp

ENGINE Norris Designs purple rocker cover and new gasket 

 ND 2.0 litre Long Rod Drop in with I beam upgrade 

 Norris Designs stage 2 Cylinder Head and wire rung 

 Norris Designs wire rung head gasket 

 Norris Designs 25 row oil cooler kit 

 Iridium HKs spark plug set 

 Piper Mivec cams 

 Norris Designs springs 

 Norris Designs single pulley

  Norris Designs 6.5/7R turbo kit Boost control solenoid 

and 3 position switch 

 Norris Designs 3.5 inch exhaust system 

 400l inline fuel pump 

 ID 1300 injectors 

 Magnus regulator 

 Magnus inlet manifold 

 Magnus fuel rail, hoses and fittings

 s90 throttle body

 Norris Designs CDI ignition kit

 Norris Designs intercooler kit

 Air temp sensor and boss

 K&N air filter

 Alloy radiator

 Norris Designs breather system with sump return 

 Zaklee clear cam cover 

 Link G4 eCu ALs on switch with launch always on 

 Battery in boot

 spec-R expansion vessel

 spec-R power steering tank

 spec-R radiator brackets

 Rexpeed carbon bonnet dampers

TRANSMISSION exedy twin plate clutch 

 standard Rs gear box 

 standard driveshafts 

  Motec MDC diff controller with 6 mapped diff settings 

(gravel, tarmac, snow, wet tarmac, diff lock for 

dragging and diff off for drifting) 

 Rs Diff kit – beefed up by Norris Designs 

SUSPENSION Ohlins road and track

 Full super pro bush kit

 uprated Cusco anti roll bar

 Carbing front strut brace

 Carbing rear strut brace

 One off modified Cusco power brace to suit new 

intercooler, powdered coated white

BRAKES 355 AP Racing front brake kit

 Carbotech XP12 front pad kit

 standard Brembo rears with uprated discs and pads 

 uprated hoses & fluids

 Wheels and tyres

 Rays Volk racing Ce28ns in bronze 18s,

 Rays lightweight wheel nuts

 Rays centre caps

 Yokohama Advan Neovas AD08 tyres

ExTERIOR Ralliart mud flaps

 Rexpeed dry carbon vortex generator

 Rexpeed carbon side skirt extensions

 Rexpeed rear bumper extensions

 Rexpeed j panels

 evo 9 MR se carbon splitter

INTERIOR Momo 355mm Tuner steering wheel

 snap off boss

 Bride Gias 2 carbon backed seats

 Bride seat rails

 Custom harness bar

 schroth 4 point harnesses

 Defi boost gauge

 Defi oil temp gauge

 Defi pressure gauge

 Pillar pod

 3 position boost switch

 Anti lag on intercooler button

 Launch control switch

EVO IX
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EVO II
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ENGINE standard

TRANSMISSION standard Rs Gearbox and Transmission

 

INTERIOR 10 MR Front seats

 

BRAKES 10 Brembo caliper upgrade

 Discs and pads from Godspeed

WHEELS/TYRES Rays Ce28 sLs

 Advan Neova AD08Rs

EVO X

Feature  //  FOur PLaY
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imeka cars is a family business based in nagoya, Japan and 
is run by myself, Jarlath keary and my Wife akemi. i am a 
mechanical engineer Who has Worked in the motorsport 
business for many years, from karting through to single 
seater racing cars, While akemi studied economics and 
Worked in Japanese motorsport and car business also. 
both of us really like cars and racing so We bring this 
passion to our business in providing our customers With 
the best quality cars directly from Japan, both from 
auction and also through dealers in Japan.

gone in
10 seconds
Buying cars from Japanese auctions
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Words & Photography: Jarlath Keary & Imeka Cars – Japanese Auction Agents 

IMPORT YOuR OWN CAR?
So where to start to import yourself? And what to 
look for? What are the advantages and disadvantages 
of doing it yourself?

Anyone thinking of buying a Japanese car, 
especially a performance car such as an Evo has 
probably contemplated importing one themselves or 
has bought one that has been imported by a dealer in 
their country already.

Importing can seem a daunting prospect but we try 
to make the system as cost effective and simple as 
possible by taking care of everything from checking 
the car at auction right through to clearing it through 
customs in the UK, Ireland, New Zealand, Canada and 
many other countries. We provide a tailored service 
depending on the customers needs.

The first step in buying is deciding what car or 
selection of cars you want and also a budget for it 
landed in your country, including shipping/import 
fees. We try to keep it as simple as possible with a 
flat fee per car from our side.

Here is an example for importing an Evo VI to the UK.

CAR COsT AT AuCTION 500,000 Yen
IMeKA CARs Fee 100,000 Yen 
Which includes: Auction Bidding & Purchase Fees, 

Inspection Charges for the car, De-Registration Charges 
Preparation of car for Shipping Customs Clearance in 
Japan, Radiation Check, Japanese Taxes & Charges

sHIPPING TO uK 120,000 Yen
So at the current exchange rate shipped into Southampton 
it would cost £4750. Once it arrives in the UK, which takes 
about 7-8 weeks from leaving Japan, it will need to clear 
customs and there are port charges also.

CusTOMs CLeARANCe AND PORT CHARGes £200 
10% CusTOMs DuTY £475 
20% VAT £1045
TOTAL LANDeD COsT IN THe uK £6470

This varies with different countries, we can advise 
you on costs depending on your country.

Obviously people have different budgets based 
on different cars, but don’t expect to grab a huge 
bargain here at auction in Japan. If something is 
too cheap to be true, it usually is. Good cars fetch 
good prices.

We require a deposit before we start searching/
working for you to find your car, this is just to make 
sure you are a serious buyer, and we can dedicate our 
time to our serious clients,
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How Japanese Auctions work
Japanese Car Auctions are dealer only auctions - no 
public access for buying. Our local auction is USS 
Nagoya, and in general there are 10-11,000 cars 
auctioned each Friday, and as you can see in the 
photo it’s a busy place. Cars generally take between 
5-10 seconds per car to sell!

Only Japanese businesses that are authorised 
motor dealers and have met the auction house 
requirements can be a member. Clients need to be 
careful when choosing their agent to make sure they 
are actually auction house members/companies.  
Many Auction Agents are actually not a member of 
an auction house, they are buying through another 
company. This is very dangerous for clients as the 
person you are dealing with never actually owns or 
controls the car you are buying at auction. 

Once we buy a car at auction, we own it, we then 
can get it shipped to our yard, or to the port ready for 
export. We receive all the paperwork from the auction 
house directly to process the export documents.

As a client of Imeka Cars we will set you up on 
our auction search system so you can search for 
cars that you like. This system is far superior to 
many offered, as many vehicles also have CPAS 
photos, which are up to 10 extra photos of the vehicle 
supplied by the seller. This gives you a huge amount 
more information relating to the car prior to bidding.

Car Grading & Auction Sheets- “I only want a Grade 
4!” Ok, so we have all been there where someone only 

wants to buy a Grade 4 car, or they especially don’t 
want to buy a Grade R for example. So what do the 
grades really mean?

Grades go from 5 down to 1, based on the condition 
of the exterior of vehicles. Grade 5 is the best score 
that a used car can get and a Grade 1 is basically 
a rust bucket, or has lots of scratches, dents and 
damage. Interior Grades go from A to E, with A being 
basically as new and E would be in very bad state.

Grade R means that a car has had a repair, this 
could be after a small accident or it could just be 
that a panel got a big dent and has been repainted 
or replaced. It also could be that the car has been 
heavily modified. People in the UK have linked this to 
being the same as a Cat. D car, this is totally wrong.

How many of you have taken off the bonnet of your 
car so you could do some engine work? Or have taken 
the front bumper or wings off, or you took off the boot 
lid so you could disassemble the rear wing and have 
it repainted. Well, your car is now a Grade R if you 
were to take it to a USS auction here in Japan.

Some cars of course have been crashed and 
repaired, Grade RA are accident repaired cars and 
would be a Cat. D as in the UK, but we don’t buy 
Grade RA unless specially requested by a customer 
for a specific car. And some Grade R have been 
damaged and repaired also, but to rule out this 
group of cars completely means some very good 
cars would be missed. 

Each auction sheet contains specification of the car 
CPAS Photo
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as entered by the seller, such as any modifications, 
body kits, wheels etc. It then also contains the details 
from the auction house inspection itself, detailing 
problems with the car such as parts missing, 
damaged, any repairs carried out, any repainting done. 
Bodywork marks are marked on the car image with 
different letters indicating the issue and the number 
beside them indicating the severity of the problem.

We do full auction sheet translation for any cars 
our clients are interested in, and then if satisfactory 
we will organise to do a physical inspection of the 

car at auction ourselves before we proceed. This is 
essential if you want to ensure cars of good condition, 
as what you read on the auction sheet and see in the 
6 standard photos on a website may turn out to be 
completely different when we see the car ourselves.  
The auction sheet comments are really just the 
opinion of that particular auction staff on the day the 
car is inspected.

For example here are some photos we took of 2 
Evo 6 for clients, both of which the auction sheet said 
were rusty underneath.

As you can see from these photos, unless it 
was inspected by us prior to bidding, the red Mak 
customer would have no idea what they were getting 
until they turned up at the port and got a shock with 
the underside condition of their car! The white Evo V 
has just surface rust, and the customer can decide 
if they were happy with this or decide to wait for a 
cleaner car to come along.

We take lots of photos of each car we inspect, so 
you as a customer have full information to base your 
bid on. If we are not happy with the car or if you as a 

customer aren’t happy with the condition, we don’t bid.
In the next part of the article in Issue 24 of 

evolution we will go through a full buying inspection 
and what is involved in bidding, shipping and clearing 
customs with the car. 

For more information or to set up  
an account you can contact us directly: 

Jarlath & Akemi Keary, Imeka Cars, Nagoya, Japan. 
Tel: +81-90-2943-1818 

Email: sales@imekacars.com 
Facebook: Imeka Cars – Japanese Import Specialists
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01380 724518  //  07879 471021
sales@spec-r.co.uk  //  www.spec-r.co.uk

Spec-R Ltd, Unit 14 White Horse Business Centre, Hopton Road Industrial Estate, Devizes, Wiltshire SN10 2HJ 

• Intercoolers
• Header Tanks
• Powersteering Reservoirs
• Radiator Brackets
• Turret Cap Covers

• Fuse/Relay Covers
• Oil Cap Covers
• Oil Breather/Separators
• Spark Plug Covers
• Braided Hoses & Fittings

Visit us onFind us on Member discount available
Look out for MLR group buys



i have alWays been into cars from a young age 
because of my dad and together We have alWays 
enJoyed going to car shoWs, polishing cars 
and keeping them clean and tidy. having been to 
the autosport shoW and other car events for 
many years i have alWays Wanted to have an 
immaculate car on shoW for people to look at my 
Work and appreciate it. i had a massive influence 
from observing the ford concours scene and 
have since applied this to the evo.  

Great White
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Great White
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Words: Tim Byard   Photography: Simon Miskelly

Previous to the Evo I owned a Peugeot 106 GTI that 
had various engine modifications and was running 
around 160bhp. It was clean and tidy as well as 
underneath, but nowhere near as clean underneath 
as the Evo is now.

I have owned the Evo for approximately 6 years and 
I had always wanted an Evo from watching Tommi 
Makinen and Richard Burns throwing them around 
back in the days of the WRC that occupied the woods 
of the Forest Of Dean. 

When I purchased the Evo from the previous owner 
it came with an awful looking back box that exited 
out at an angle. That was the first part to go and be 
replaced with a Blitz Nur Spec R back box. 

At the start I used it everyday, in all winds and 
weathers including the snow, but after approximately 
6 months I became used to the power and decided 
to purchase various parts to take it to Stage 1. This 
included an uprated Walbro fuel pump, Dawes device 
boost controller, stainless turbo elbow and down 
pipe including a de-cat. I also fitted a boost gauge to 
monitor the boost and after this I noticed that in fact 
it was only boosting to 0.5 BAR. 

Subconsciously I knew that it should have 
felt faster than it was. Don’t get me wrong after 
coming from a 106 GTI it felt rapid, but after some 
investigation we found the standard Evo 6 turbo 
actuator had failed from water ingress. I replaced 
this with a Forge Motorsport one and then had it 

remapped by Russ Litchers, it was then rolling 
roaded at 349.6bhp at Powerstation in Tewkesbury.

After owning the Evo for a number of years and 
looking underneath during a service I was carrying 
out, I noticed that there were very light patches of 
rust appearing in places and having seen what can 
happen to Evos if you don’t act fast I decided to take it 
off the road just after using the car at my wedding in 
April 2013.

I also thought about selling the 6 and purchasing 
an Evo 9 but with this not being financially possible 
due to a newborn, I decided I would make the best of 
what I had at that time. So the rebuild commenced!

I was going to do the whole car but wanted to do it 
in stages. So one day I drove it into my single garage, 
jacked it up and left it on axle stands to make a start 
before me and my wife went on our honeymoon abroad.

I have lost count of how many hours I was in that 
garage lying on my back but I kept motivated and as a 
result everything underneath was stripped down and 
taken back to bare metal before using three coats 
of Rust Bullet along with primer, flatting down and 
lastly 3 coats of Scotia White - along with the help of 
my friend Tim Deakin, who gave me advice on how 
to spray to bring it back to a glossy finish bearing in 
mind that I had never used a spray gun before. All 
the suspension parts were sand blasted by me and 
painted by another good friend Neil Dolman which 
took many many journeys to his house and back with 
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each return journey taking around 3 hours.
I then began avidly acquiring parts such as 

polybushes, new discs etc and eventually began the 
painstaking process of reassembling until the Evo 
was ready to go back on the road for April 2014 and 
used for various shows around the UK.  It has been 
on display at Waxstock (a detailing show) in the Top 16 
at the Ricoh Arena in Coventry as well as other shows 
such as the Luxury Motor Show in Nottingham and 
various shows that took place at Castle Combe.

As October came closer I knew it was time to take 
it back off the road and start the next chapter which 
was the front end.  This would consist of removing 
everything; engine, gearbox, subframe etc and once 
again began the painstaking process of getting back 
to bare metal and progressing to a glossy finish the 
same as the underneath. 

Once it was painted, the whole engine bay loom 
was stripped back and retaped as in places it was 
looking tired and tatty. It was then routed back 
into the engine bay as per OEM and after this the 
rebuild could begin. After many weeks of having 
various parts painted they were refitted to the car, 
all torqued to OEM spec and a mark of red paint 
applied. The ‘’red paint ‘’was for my reference so that 
I knew which parts had been already tightened when 
carrying on and also to replicate the look that is 
applied in the factory.

Engine wise I naturally wanted more power but 

was aiming for 500bhp. After numerous emails with 
Si @ Norris Designs to discuss what I wanted built 
we decided that a “rod job” would be best suited as 
well as having some other Norris Designs upgrades. I 
personally delivered the engine on a Monday with the 
understanding that I would return in two weeks time 
to pick it up. 

After I had picked the engine up it was then taken 
back to where I work to be mounted on an engine 
stand where I could add my own touch to it, such as 
painting the block and other ancillaries as well as 
replacing the original nuts and bolts with stainless 
ones. Whilst I was busy doing the engine work, 
various parts such as polybushed engine mounts, 
ACT clutch etc were all purchased so I could continue 
fitting the engine back in.

After painting the gearbox, I was then able to fit 
both the engine and gearbox to the car. I attempted to 
fit the new clutch to the flywheel and then ‘’disaster 
struck’’ as I was unaware that I needed an Evo 8 MR 
flywheel and at around lunchtime on a Saturday I 
didn’t know where I was going to get one from. I was 
determined to get the engine and gearbox back in 
the car that weekend so I put a post on Facebook and 
luckily someone was selling one. So off I went that 
afternoon to collect it and that same afternoon the 
ACT clutch was fitted. I then attached the gearbox 
and after a bit of struggling on my own the engine and 
gearbox was fitted to the car.

Feature  //  great white
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ENGINE  2.0 16V Turbo

 Norris Designs forged rod job conversion 

 Norris Designs head gasket

 Norris Designs H11 head stud kit

 Norris Designs uprated single valve spring kit

 Kelford 272 inlet and exhaust camshafts

 ARP cam pulley bolts

 Norris Designs adjustable vernier pulleys

 HKs mushroom air filter

 Forge motorsport wastegate actuator

 Walbro 255 fuel pump

 Japspeed turbo elbow and downpipe

 Blitz Nur spec R system with de-cat

 standard eCu remapped

 Running 1.5 bar boost

 sFs coolant hoses

 samco boost hoses

 AMs spark plug cover

 spec R eCu Covers

 spec R manifold cover

 spec R battery cover

 spec R strut top covers

 spec R power steering reservoir

 spec R coolant expansion tank 

 spec R slam panel cover

 spec R intercooler water spray reservoir cover

 Powerflex fast road engine and gearbox Polybushes

 Zaklee clear cam sprocket cover

SUSPENSION BC front coilovers

 BC rear coilovers

 Cusco 3 point strut brace

 Polybushed rear differential hangers

 Polybushed anti roll bar rubbers front and rear

BRAKES standard Brembo 4 pot front calipers

 swirled front discs

 standard Brembo Twin pot rear calipers

 swirled rear discs

WHEELS/TYRES 17 inch evolution VIII MR Wheels

 Toyo Proxes T1-R Tyres 

ExTERIOR standard evolution VI bodykit

  Full underneath restoration consisting of underneath 

repainted, suspension components repainted and nickel 

plated bolts, all torqued to manufacturer specification 

all carried out by the owner

 HID headlights

 LeD sidelight, indicator, brake/tail and number plate bulbs

 Aero wiper blades

INTERIOR evolution V Recaro seats

 White Ralliart gear knob

 Boost gauge

 Ralliart floor mats 

PERFORMANCE Rolling Roaded at 349.6 BHP prior to engine being 

rebuilt at Norris Designs

 Current setup should be around 400-420BHP

 Future plans for 500BHP
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At this point I stood back and felt a sense of 
progress and was extremely proud as it actually 
was starting to look like the image I’d had in my 
mind before I started the restoration. Many nights 
and weekends until way past 11pm finally got it back 
together to how it stands today. In my eyes there are 
still things left to do that I want to change such hard 
pipes for the intercooler, swapping the intercooler 
for a Spec R one but at the moment they can wait till 
another day as I can’t envisage selling the Evo unless 
I really have to.

Whilst I’d been carrying out the restoration I had 
also been in contact with the Autosport Show over 12 
months as this is where I wanted the car to be shown 
for the first time. A big thanks to Kate Woodley @ The 
Autosport Show for allowing me to do this two years 
in a row. 

I did however encounter one problem on getting 
the Evo to the Autosport Show the first time and that 
was due to the cam sensor being damaged and not 
allowing the engine to start. However a quick chat 
with Ant @ IndigoGT and he allowed me to borrow one 
just so I could use it for the show. A quick trip down 
there, fitted the sensor and ‘’Voila’’ it was running 
and ready to go on the trailer.

Over the numerous shows I have attended the Evo 
has never failed to receive good and positive attention 
which I feel is an achievement in itself for something 
that I’ve built myself.  The accolade to top it off was 
when the car won ‘’Best Evo’’ overall on the MLR 
stand at Rallyday which was being held at Castle 
Combe and a very proud moment for me personally.

Blood, sweat and tears have gone into this rebuild 
and in a single garage lying on the floor I must say its 
been testing at times especially when I actually got 
stuck on numerous occasions against the car and the 
wall! Bar the engine rebuild and the painting of the 
suspension bits, everything has been done by myself 
which I feel is a great achievement.

I could not have achieved all this without the help 
of a lot of people which include Neil Dolman for 
the spraying of the suspension parts, Tim Deakin 
for advice on spraying the car, Pete @ Spec R for 
various bits made for the car.  My Dad for travelling 
to get certain bits for when I was unable to and my 
Mum for looking after my son when my wife was at 
work and loads of other things so I could continue 
with rebuilding the car. Si @ Norris Designs for the 
engine work, Samco for sponsorship in providing a 
set of hoses, Ant@IndigoGT, Fownhope Mitsubishi, 
Ears Motorsport, Import Car Parts for supplying 
parts. Bryony Metal Finishers of Bristol for plating 
of the bolts, nuts etc. and my father-in-law Dave 
for taking them and collecting them for me! A big 
thanks to Darin @ MLR for this feature and making 
the MLR stands available at various shows. Last but 
most definitely not least is my wife as without her 
continued patience in allowing me to have the time, 
this rebuild wouldn’t have been possible. There are 
more people that I have probably forgotten so thanks 
to them as well!

Future plans are to drive it, show it and definitely 
clean it! Also upgrading the injectors, turbo and 
intercooler to achieve the goal of 500BHP! 

Feature  //  great white
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Cadwell Park

1:15.398
Cadwell Park - a circuit widely regarded as the drivers’ favourite, with its 
two dimensions comprising the tight and twisty eastern section beneath a 
canopy of trees, combined with the faster and flowing open hillside stretch 
to the west of the circuit. The scene was set for the last round of the Pace 
Ward MLR Sprint Series!

The Sprint Course uses most of the venue’s 2.173 
mile lap, with the start line located at the top of what 
is affectionately known as ‘The Mountain’ and the 
finish just a few yards before it. As far as the weather 
was concerned, it couldn’t have been better, with 
forecasters labeling this year’s August Bank Holiday 
weekend as one of the hottest on record for decades.

This year’s round of the MLR Sprint Series at the 
Lincolnshire circuit formed part of a bigger two-day 
event that featured an MLR track day on the Saturday 
and the inaugural running of the Mitsubishi Owners 
Day (MOD) and Evo Festival over both days.  In keeping 
with the first round of MLR Sprint Series round of the 

season, the entry list at Cadwell Park boasted a wide 
variety of makes and models, ranging from a Ford 
Escort through to a Ralt single-seater, plus a host of 
Japanese and European machinery in between.

The day began with three practice runs of the course 
and a chance for drivers to familiarise themselves 
with the circuit as well as assess the level of grip in 
the warm and dry conditions. In keeping with this 
year’s revised regulations, the prelude session also 
provided organisers with the opportunity to split up 
the Mitsubishi field into order of performance, placing 
the faster cars class E3 and the less fast in E2 and E1 
accordingly. 

Words: Simon Slade   Photography: Steve Jackman & Darren O’Brien
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Following the three practice runs, the competition 
proper got underway and this is how things turned 
out in the three separate categories for Mitsubishis, 
Subarus and guest drivers/cars:

PACe WARD MLR sPRINT seRIes
When current Time Attack front-runner Phil Reed turns 
up to an event with his supremely prepared and highly 
modified Pace Ward supported Evo Ix, other than a 
surprising turn of events, there’s likely to be only one 
outcome. And that’s exactly what happened at Cadwell 
Park. All Reed needed to do to ensure overall MLR 
Sprint Series honours was three clear competitive runs 
– and that’s exactly what he did.  He went quickest on all 

of them and, in doing so, won the E3 class and claimed 
the fastest outright time of the day.

Albeit a few seconds behind, Barry Smithson (Evo VI) 
and Steve Reed – Phil’s Uncle (Evo VIII) - battled it out 
for the two remaining podium places, with Barry’s well-
executed second run out of the day’s seven enabling 
him to take second place by a margin of just over two 
seconds. Class E2 was again the domain of Paul Allin, 
who’s sixth run provided him with his fastest time, just 
0.9 seconds ahead of Steve Greenwood in second and 
Rob Jane in third. 

In Class E1, Raf Katowicz (Evo x) saved the best 
till last and, in his seventh run, set a time that was to 
provide him with a class lead of almost two seconds 

EVOLUTION SPORT  //  PacE waRd MLRSS
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ahead of Simon Strout in second and Adam Ellis, who 
was in-turn, just half-a-second down and rounding off 
the podium for the third level of Mitsubishi competition.

WHITeLINe 22B sPRINT seRIes
Similarly to the MLR field there was one driver who was 
able to establish a commanding lead: Rob Wakelin. A 
slow opening run was soon overcome and from then on 
he was never challenged in Class S3. 

You then had to look a fair way down the timesheets 
to find the next Subaru, which in this case was Clive 
Fulcher, who claimed a convincing victory in the S2 
class, with Steve Tomlinson doing likewise in Class S1 
for the Imprezas.

sLIP & GRIP AuTOMOTIVe GuesT sPRINT seRIes
Once again this new-for-the-season category that 
welcomes all makes and models, surprised and 

entertained. But as it did in the previous round, it was 
a Nissan GT-R that shone brightest in the Bank Holiday 
sunshine. Nick Goss brought his R35 example home as 
the first of the four-wheel-drive runners ahead of Luke 
Sergeant in his Audi R8 who was in turn, just 0.3 second 
ahead of Ian Buckingham in his VW Golf R.

In the two-wheel-drive section, Michael Walton 
was the fastest man of the day in his Ford Escort, just 
pipping John Powell and his Porsche to the post by 0.2 
second on the final run. Following them by just under 
one second came Luigi Lenguito who scooped up third 
in the class in his Lotus Exige.

Whilst the top three places in both these categories 
were all held by a range of completely different cars, 
the most different to anything else running on the day 
was the Ralt GT30 single seater shared by father & son 
team of Matthew and Peter Bromage, who finished first 
and second respectively in the Ex (Exhibition) class. 
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INTAKe sYsTeM PRessuRe DROP

The next step in the line to the engine after the air filter and 

MAF (and also partially before the air filter) is the intake 

system pipework.

Going back once again to pressure drops, anything within the 

intake system that causes the pressure to drop will result in a 

drop in the potential power output of the engine. Information on 

things like the air filter can be relatively easy to obtain but what 

about the other parts of the intake system like the pipework 

routes etc. 

It is relatively easy to switch to an intake filter that provides 

a lower pressure drop but the gains that you make may well 

be restricted due to other areas within the intake pipework 

system.

It is possible to analyse the intake system using a variety 

of estimating equations and/or computer programs to try and 

predict the pressure drops but the easiest way of finding out 

what part of the intake system is the most restrictive is by 

doing some pressure drop testing. This is very easy to do and is 

not as complicated as you might think...

You can buy a pressure measuring manometer quite cheaply 

online. You will need the 18-0-18 version to be able to measure 

big enough pressure losses and this is around £23.

Alternatively, you can make your own pressure measuring 

manometer very cheaply. All you need is a plastic drinks bottle, 

a big stick (about 1 metre in length) and a long length of plastic 

tubing (about 3-4 metres). 

1.  Tape the bottle to the stick firmly and then place the tubing 

into the bottle and tape it to the stick (along the full length of 

the stick). 

2.  About ¾ of the way up the bottle, mark off a fill line and then 

from this line, mark off 1cm intervals all the way up the 

stick. You can then fill the bottle up to the line with some 

coloured water (food colouring will do), making sure that the 

top of the bottle is open to the atmosphere. 

3.  You then need to find a method to attach the open end of the 

plastic tube to the part of the intake system you are going 

to test. You should be able to buy a little barbed tubing 

connector for this.

For example, if you want to test the pressure drop across your 

standard airbox and filter then what you would do would be to 

drill a small hole into the intake pipework just before the airbox 

and attach your little barbed connector to it.

Then connect up the plastic tubing from your manometer, 

run the tubing back into the inside of the car and get a friend 

(assuming you all have at least one….) and go for a run out with 

your friend holding the manometer. With the car under full load 

and high revs, get your friend to read off how high the water 

has moved up the manometer. This will tell you how much 

pressure drop is across the intake pipework.

You can then block up the hole you have made in the intake 

pipework and repeat the test with a point just after your 

standard airbox. This will give you the pressure drop over the 

intake pipework, the airbox and the filter all together. You can 

then subtract the first reading from the second reading to give 

you the pressure drop over the box and filter together.

You can then continue to get test readings from other parts 

of the intake system.

Carrying out this testing will allow you to find which parts 

of your intake system are the most restrictive and which parts 

INDUCTION  
TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Words: Andy Fox (AndyF_RSx)

originally written by andy in 2006 and printed in Wastegate 
Chatter (the original mlr magazine) as part of a series of 

technical features, here is part 2 in the series where andy 
covers the intake system pipework and intake temperatures
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will therefore give you the biggest gains in performance by 

altering / removing. 

For example, the standard intake pipework on an Evo 6 has a 

tight and twisty pipe that feeds the standard airbox.

Remembering right back to the beginning of this article, this 

pipe has to be able to suck in a tonne of air in one hour when the 

engine is running flat out. You will now, hopefully, be able to see 

that this pipe will be very restrictive to the overall airflow and 

removing it will give a nice little increase in the flow of air to 

the engine. You can then look at all the other parts of the intake 

system and decide which bits are the most restrictive. 

Pressure drop reduction will give good (and generally cheap) 

increases in performance. This is the reason why people tend 

to opt for a battery relocation kit that removes the twists and 

turns in the intake pipework to the turbo and replaces it with 

a short piece of straight pipe that has a low pressure drop in 

comparison with the original pipework. It’s all about allowing 

the engine to breathe easily.

Be aware though that you may need to keep carrying out 

pressure drop testing as you improve other parts of your 

engine/turbo etc. As the air flowrates rise (with a turn up of 

boost pressure etc.) then other parts of the intake system 

that weren’t restrictive before will start to potentially cause 

problems (like the throttle body for example or even the actual 

diameter of the pipework itself).

 

HOW DO I WORK OuT WHAT MY INTAKe TeMPeRATuRes ARe?

In order to decide how much work you need to do on providing 

cold air into your engine the ideal solution is to have a 

method of measuring your intake temperatures. The easiest 

way of doing this is to obtain a k-type thermocouple and 

a suitable method of reading the output from it such as a 

multimeter. These are widely available from any reasonable 

electronics store (Maplins, RS components etc.). The best 

type of thermocouple to get is the version that has the sensor 

protruding from the thermocouple as these have the fastest 

response times. You can then begin to monitor your intake 

temperatures and see what effect various changes have on 

them. The best place I have found to monitor the temperatures 

is to place the thermocouple into the hose that leads to the 

secondary air system valve. 

You can then run the cabling either through the bulkhead or 

around the wing cavity and through the drivers’ side door to the 

reader.

Temperatures that are greater than about 10-15 degrees C 

more than the outside temperature when you’re on the move 

would mean that you are struggling to keep your temperatures 

low enough and you need to look at doing some work to try and 

drop them down a bit. 

Above: standard intake pipework on an Evo 6

Place thermocouple inside this pipe

evo tech  //  induction
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R71 - 
A pAssion  
foR Red
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10 months after the car left mitsiart, it Was returned or should i 
say the painted shell Was returned. the car Was carefully lifted 
from the dolly on Which it had been transported, on to the ramp. 
at the time, i didn’t knoW it, but it Was going to spend a lot longer 
there than i ever anticipated.

A RestoRAtion PRoject: PARt 3

Feature  //  r71 – a passion For red: part 3
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Words & Photography: Dan Hawkes

At this point the car was basically bare bones. The 
doors, bootlid, bonnet, and wings were all bolted 
back in place. Basics inside were also there such as 
wiring looms, door internals and glass. Other than 
that, everything needed to go back in. 

This part of the process was one that I had been 
looking forward to. Putting the puzzle back together. 
Prior to starting the project the plan was just to give 
the engine and components a spruce up. However, 
I had been so thorough with the rest of the car that 
anything other than a total nut and bolt clean up and 
restoration would not do the rest of the car justice. I 
had already bought a flocked interior and painted parts 
from someone else who’d had a change of mind about 
their own project. This being the case I had suspension 
arms, subframes and other mechanicals that were 
all good to be bolted back on. However, once we got 
into it, this barely made a dent in the workload or man 
hours that would eventually be put in.

A plan was put together. 
The wheels, Brembo brake shells, rocker cover 

and other parts were sent away to be powder coated. 
The SAS piping, various brackets, bolts and screws 
were sent away to be zinc plated. Even the brake 
pins and shims were sent off to be plated. Whilst this 
was going on, Paul at Mitsiart would give the engine 
some treatment which included cambelt and gasket 
changes and then into paint. This was the point at 
which I would have a lot more involvement. I was 
tasked with painting all the larger components such 

as the gearbox, diffs and various other parts such 
as the steering rack and air conditioning pump etc. 
We settled on a black, silver and red theme for the 
engine bay so as to correspond with the stripes on 
the cars flanks.

The first part I tackled was the front transfer box. 
After 15 years of exposure to UK road conditions 
the casing looked pretty rough. Any openings were 
masked up and a liberal coat of degreaser applied. 
Next it was the drill with a selection of wire brush 
attachments. Wire wheels were good for removing 
corrosion from the larger areas of the casing but 
there are lots of intricate little areas that required 
small pencil wire brushes. It took at least 14 hours 
of work to get every scrap of corrosion off the case 
and get it back to bare metal. Next, the case was 
treated to several coats of primer followed by several 
coats of smooth silver. Any other parts that required 
it, were finished in satin black. Finally, each bolt in 
the casing was removed one at a time and rubbed 
back on the wire wheel to bare metal and replaced. 
The same laborious process was applied to the rear 
diff and the gearbox. Due to the size and the intricate 
nature of the casing, the gearbox took over 20 hours 
to get back to bare metal and eventually into paint. 
The results were impressive though.

Foolishly I started thinking about completion times 
and totally completing the project and suggested on 
more than one occasion when I would be driving it 
again. How wrong I was. I have since stopped doing 
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this, as just when you think you’re nearly there, 
another task rears its head.

Meanwhile back at Mitsiart things were 
progressing well. Various purchased parts were 
starting to be put on the car. I’ve found that all the 
small parts add up to make the big picture complete. 
Peripherals were starting to be added to the engine 
bay. A new set of brake lines were fixed in position 
with new clips throughout. The engine itself was 
looking great with the block painted black and the 
head painted in smooth silver. At this point, some of 
the powder coated parts were delivered back. The 
brake shells and rocker cover had been done in a red 
to closely resemble the rest of the cars paintwork. 
With the rocker cover bolted in position it completed 
the black, silver and red colour theme perfectly. 

My work on stripping items back to bare metal and 
then into paint continued. The thermostat housing, 

steering rack, air conditioning pump and propshaft 
were amongst several items that I spent hours 
getting into paint. In a weird way, I was actually 
enjoying taking all the items back to bare metal and 
then into paint. The end results were always worth 
the preparation time spent.

With many parts ready, work to bolt items back 
onto the car continued. Suspension arms were 
fixed in position utilising a SuperPro bush kit. I’d 
purchased an Ohlins suspension set up even before 
the entire process had started. Again, this was 
another little milestone I had been looking forward 
to bolting on to the car. With the new bush kit and 
suspension and some uprated ARBs, I was aiming 
for a sound platform that would take the car round 
corners even more sure footedly.

The car was really starting to take shape. With 
the addition of the completed gearbox to the engine, 

Feature  //  r71 – a passion For red: part 3
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these parts could finally be bolted back into the 
engine bay. The fuel tank was added to the rear of the 
car and a new set of drilled Brembo discs added to 
each corner. The Compomotive wheels had arrived 
back from the powder coaters and looked utterly 
awesome in a flawless white. Before fitting them, I 
gave each wheel a few coats Gyeon quartz coating to 
withstand the effects of heat and the dreaded brake 
dust fallout which is the bane of any owner of white 
wheels. Once the tyres were back on the wheels, the 
wheels were put back on the car. The diffs and prop 
shaft were also put on, really enhancing the look of 
the underside of the car.

2 years earlier I’d bought the flocked interior. I’d 
had several people suggest that a black flocked 
interior might be a little too much for the car. Over 
time it made we wonder if indeed it would not fit the 

look of the car. The plastics of the original interior 
and dashboard are hardly a striking statement in 
an Evo and thus are not something that I believed I 
would miss too greatly. As soon as I looked on the 
new interior fitted, those fears were immediately 
allayed. Even with the door cards flocked too it still 
looks great. I’ve kept the old interior and dashboard 
in case I ever have a change of mind. Soon after, the 
front and rear seats were added and the car was 
starting to look ready to drive. 

As I’ve since found out, there is nothing on this 
project that happens quickly or can be rushed. I still 
had some time to wait before I would drive it!

The final part of the restoration will detail all the 
finishing touches required to complete the process 
and complete the car, and hopefully the long awaited 
first drive, but I’ll get into all that for Issue 24. 
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TEAM C1-R
DRIVER Leigh Jordan
CAR evo 5 Rs
CLASS Club 4WD

ROuND 5 OuLTON PARK 
The lead up to Round 5 was busy for us. With Leigh’s 
car causing some overheating issues at Donington, we 
hurriedly got the head stripped off to inspect what was 
going on and to diagnose the fault. Upon removing it, it 
was clear to see that the head gasket had gone, not in 1 
place but about 7 places! 

We checked the pistons, bores and decided that the 
bottom end was more than capable to make it to the 
end of the season. So we sent the head off for a skim, 
pressure check and valve alignment where they also 
found a slightly bent valve. We rebuilt the head, had it 
refitted and map checked in time for the trip to Cheshire. 

The first session we were quite cautious making sure 
everything was fixed and fine. Retorqued the head as 
we normally do this after a few hundred road miles with 
new studs as they always do go up slightly.  However 
with the tight deadlines we didn’t have this luxury. 

On the outlap of the practice session there was a 
sudden puff of steam and the oring on the thermostat 

coolant pipe sprung a leak. We got this off and found 
the slightest scor in the rubber. This made for a  search 
along the pits for one as it was one of the only orings we 
didn’t carry! Luckily Bob at Dynotech had one and kindly 
let us borrow it!! (We did replace this at Croft!) Thanks 
Bob! We refitted everything and got it up and running 
for a fault free qualifying where Leigh did a 1:37.245 lap 
which was 6th fastest in 4wd. 

The final looked like it was going to get some rain 
mid way so with some final tweaks to the setup and a 
big push to get a clear track straight away Leigh was 
running 3rd when there was a red flag and spots of rain 
appearing on the windscreen. There was quite a wait 
and a podium looked possible with the other bigger 
powered cars in the class hadn’t managed to get a 
clear lap in before the rain. However the rain didn’t last 
at all and by the time the track was clear from people 
going off into the gravel the rain had cleared and the 
track was pretty much dry. So we Leigh managed to go 
slightly faster on his final lap with a 1:36.350 which was 
good enough for 5th. 

The day went reasonably well, the car was spot on 
in the final which for the first time in a long time there 
weren’t any little gripes. So hard work and slowly 
chipping away at the car sorting little bits at a time really 

Time ATTAck
TeAm reporTs

Words: Chris Timmins, Kris Blundell, Daniel Holman, Bruce Winfield   Photography: Steve Jackman
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helped it is just massively down on power to the other 
guys. I would guess at least 300hp in the same class. 

The other car we run in Classic and retro, Ian Horton 
in his Escort Cosworth ended up 2nd and is keeping his 
championship hopes very much alive!

ROuND 6/7 CROFT
With a good break in between Oulton Park and Croft we 
managed to fit some testing in at the MLR’s Mitsubishi 
Owners Day & Evo Festival at Cadwell Park at the end 
of August. We were trying some new diff and geo setups 
which went really well, the car ran faultlessly all day 
and we had a great day so thanks to Darin for that we 
had a hoot! 

At Croft it had a full round on the Saturday and one 
on the Sunday so its always a long trip up north for us 
from the West Midlands but we took the full kitchen 
sink and everything else we could pack in the van so we 
were planning on not getting caught out as last year in 
testing there we needed at 80 Series for Alex Bones and 
ended up travelling a long way for one!

We went into the round with full confidence having 
done a good shake down and test at Cadwell the week 
before we were raring to go! The car was faultless all 
day with the first 2 sessions going really well. 

Qualifying Leigh struggled for space and managed to 
get a 1:37.518 on his last lap which was good enough for 
5th in Club 4wd. 

In the final it was a different story where Leigh was 
running very well in 3rd for the majority of the session 

with a couple of cars not making it out and the mega 
JDS car driven by Matt Newing was having boost pipe 
issues Leigh was putting some consistently fast times 
with a 1:35.683 until JDS managed to get Matt’s car 
fixed where he came out with a 1:35.665 lap and then 
Leigh got stuck in some of the 2wd pack and could 
then get clear to better his time and then with Matt 
getting a 1:34.439 Leigh took a good 4th place in Club 
4wd just behind. 

To end the day there were some passenger laps 
given to the marshals, and ever in the spirit of giving 
something back and the extra chance at some more 
laps Leigh took the opportunity to run some more. 
However unfortunately on the way back into the pits 
it was obvious that something was the matter with 
the front left corner. The pipe which joins the Nitron 
damper to the external canister split causing it loose 
most of its oil in the paddock. Unfortunately we couldn’t 
find a way round this problem or source a replacement 
on the Saturday evening meaning that Leigh had to miss 
out on Round 7 on the Sunday which was a real shame 
having had such a good day. 

Also on in Ian’s final in Classic and Retro in the 
Escort, his nearest rival accidently crashed into him 
so that meant a DNF and a overnight trip to Essex 
to collect parts to get him back into Round 7 on the 
Sunday which then he managed to collect a hard fought 
3rd place. 

Now on to the final round at Rockingham in the 
middle of October!

EVOLUTION SPORT  //  TIME ATTACK
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TEAM JDs
DRIVER Matt Newing & Ben Albery
CAR evo 7
CLASS Club 4WD

ROuND 6 CROFT // DRIVeR: MATT
Trials and Tribulations.... Podiums and Lap records but a 
weekend that wasn’t without drama.

For the next two rounds Matt and Ben would both pilot 
the car Matt on the Saturday and Ben on the Sunday. 
Croft for the whole Team is very special to us as we try 
and make it a family affair and weekend away at the 
same time. It’s also a track that Matt loves and enjoys 
and where he was pipped last year to his maiden Podium 
so has unfinished business here.

We were once again sharing garages with the APT / 
PaceWard / RossSport guys and girls. Once again they 
were fantastic and put up with us for the whole weekend 
and we certainly kept them busy. Guy Martin was taking 
Phil’s position which would show just how talented the 
chap is on a bike but also in a car.

We arrived Friday and had the car scrutineered and 
prepped the old girl ready for Saturday morning’s fun and 
games. Warm up was nice and steady for Matt who hasn’t 
been in the car for nearly 3 months now and was finding his 
feet. Low boost for this one and after the 15 minute session 
Matt came back with a 1:48.055 and a big smile on his face 
which to us means just as much as lap times and positions.

The car seemed fine and after a quick check over by 
the lads, it was onto practice. As soon as Matt left the pits 
and began to warm everything up we could tell he was 
beginning to enjoy the car and the event and came back in 
after the session recording a really solid 1:35.860.

Lunch time next and again the car was re-checked and 
a few bits and bobs tightened and logs checked over. Now 
for the points scoring stuff, qualification and a session 
that proved to be difficult for Matt to find space and Kris 

to find him space over the radio. Matt pushed as hard as 
he could using the Evo’s trickery and Matts driving skill 
to push it round but there was always a car on an apex 
or in a braking zone. “That’s Time Attack” Matt ended up 
with a 1:36.055 and 4th overall.

However Matt knew where he could improve and was 
pumped for the final as were the rest of the team. Matt 
went out and immediately began to push hard really getting 
into the swing of it, immediately pushing for 3rd place and 
then disaster struck... a message over the radio ‘No engine 
power!’ Kris replied with, Engine or Boost? When Matt 
came back with boost, the Team immediately narrowed the 
issue down and presumed it was a boost pipe.

Matt limped the car into the pits with only 7 minutes 
remaining. The JDS, APT guys instantly pulled the bumper 
off put a new clip on and got the pipe work together.

Matt went back out with only 4 minutes left and by 
this time Leigh Jordan’s beautiful C1r prepped car had 
pushed hard and pushed Matt into 4th. Matts first lap 
was quick but not quick enough. However with one final 
push Matt came over the line with a 1:34.439 and enough 
to secure 3rd.

This for us as a team was a phenomenal moment 
and one that won’t be forgotten, for someone that has 
been so busy this year and worked so hard to make 
the teamwork it’s a big achievement. One which will 
hopefully be reciprocated more often. 

Once Matt was back and the car checked it was evident 
the pipe that had come off was quite badly damaged and 
was repaired hastily by the boys who done a sterling job 
from the parts bin in the RV.

The car was then re-fuelled and put away for what was 
to be an epic battle on the Sunday.

ROuND 7 CROFT // DRIVeR: BeN ALBeRY
Warm up and Ben immediately got to grips with the car 
recording a 1:36.421... however once again the car didn’t 
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want to play and Ben rolled into the pits before being 
pushed back in by the JDS crew.

A quick check by the APT guys and it was identified 
that the crank drive pulley for the dry sump system had 
come off. 

Straight to work and no hanging about first stripping 
the bits to get to parts and also checking the logs to 
see how long it’d ran with low oil pressure. This was a 
worrying time for everyone but once again Danny and 
Chris from APT and the guys from JDS didn’t panic.

The guys quickly got the car together and Matt then 
had to make a call about whether to call it a day or run 
it. The decision was made to start it up and check the 
oil pressures and everything seemed okay but only time 
would tell now.

Practice came around quickly and Ben was told to 
keep an eye on things and go gently. Well the car was 
amazing and Ben recorded a 1:32.180 only being beaten 
by Bruce’s car. This was hotting up nicely.

Qualification up next and Ben had his poker face on 
typical ‘cool as a cucumber’ 

This turned out to be a momentous occasion for everyone.
Ben pushed and pushed in the medium boost setting and 

eventually smashed in a 1:29.787 a new club 4wd lap record 
and a record that we was hoping would then again crumble 
in the final with a 100bhp more on the big boost setting.

Words cannot describe how happy everyone was and 

how hard everyone has worked for a moment like that. It 
was also lovely to have applause from the MG guys that 
also pushed so hard and came close second with car 
issues showing just how awesome Bruce can peddle. 

The car was again prepped for the final. Ben went out and 
seemed on fire from the off and was about to record a really 
really fast lap before once again a huge pop and no boost!

Same again into the pits to see if we could fix it which 
with the APT / JDS and even Phil’s guys the car was 
sorted and Ben was out again. Instantly a red flag which 
meant when the green flag went back out there was 4 
minutes remaining and everything was against Ben. Ben 
tried everything in those remaining minutes out but 2 
cars got in his way who were also pushing hard, so it’s no 
ones fault and that’s what makes it so exciting

Ben secured 3rd with a 1:30.774, Jospeh 2nd and 
Bruce P1.

The whole weekend was without doubt brilliant being 
part of a team that can mix it up with some of the best in 
Time Attack is amazing.

Once again without APT’s help we would have found 
it a lot more difficult and without the commitment and 
sacrifice of everyone in the JDS team this wouldn’t 
happen.

Well done to everyone in Club 4wd - it was a brilliant 
weekend and everyone pushed so hard. 

Now to get the car ready for the last round!

TEAM Dynotech
DRIVER Dan Holman
CAR evo 8
CLASS Club 4WD

ROuNDs 6/7  CROFT
This time it was the long drive up north to Croft in 
Darlington for a double header. Another new track for 
us and one we were looking forward to after our 6 week 
break. Reliability was must this weekend as two days of 
hard track time would put the car to the test. This round 

we could wrap the championship up with maximum points 
in both Saturday and Sunday races.

Saturday: After a few final checks we was ready 
for some track time and see what Croft had to offer. 
Speaking to Ben (JDS driver) as I do most rounds for a 
bit of track guidance, was just told I needed ‘a pair’ for 
the back section. We used practice and warm up just to 
make sure everything was ok with the car and to get to 
grips with the track.

Qualifying:  I came around fast and went straight out 
to miss any traffic car as always felt good but by this time 

EVOLUTION SPORT  //  TIME ATTACK
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TEAM Team MG
DRIVER Bruce Winfield
CAR evo 9
CLASS Club 4WD

ROuND 7 CROFT
After a very eventful year for us here at Team MG, with 
plenty of highs and some lows, we had a car that we had 
tested and were confident was reliable, we entered the 
penultimate round of the season.

We had been asked by the officials to move up classes 
to Club Pro along with Alex Bones, Joseph Calleja and 
Ben Albery. This called for changes to the car to be 

made including a full MSA roll cage and a few other 
modifications.

We arrived at Croft on the Friday evening full of 
confidence and in good spirits. We took the car to 
scrutineering only to find out that the cage we had fitted 
as an MSA approved cage was in fact not approved. This 
meant we were not allowed to move up to Club Pro, 
unfortunately Alex and Ben also have the same cage in 
their cars too meaning they couldn’t move up either!  

The organisers suggested that due to the issue with 
the cage we would have to remain in Club 4wd for the 
weekend , however assuming we were moving up to Club 
Pro we had made some other alterations to the car that 

the tyres started to go off! We were told that Croft is hard 
on your tyres but didn’t think to this extent! We managed a 
1.36.437 so was going well.

Final: we started to push hard but for some reason the 
car just wanted to understeer, but pleased I still managed 
a 1.35.820. After doing a few of the marshal laps in the 
evening I played with the ACD settings and was shocked 
on how I could get the car to turn in on another setting so 
was looking forward to the Sunday.

Sunday After a nice lay in as we weren’t allowed out 
on track till 12pm we were ready for another battle and 
this time we was joined in class by Alan Blood of M.G 
Motorsports.

Warm up: We had decided to leave our old tyres on and 
change for a new pair after lunch when points mattered. 
I only done 2 flying laps as wanted to try and save the car 
for later. We managed a 1.37.235 which was second in 
class at this time.

Practice:  I started off just finding a bit of space and 
getting what I could out of the tyres. It was close between 
3 of us in the session with me setting a time of 1.36.869, 
2nd 1.36.896 and 3rd 1.36.975.

Qualifying was next & points to play for, so a new set 
of tyres went on and we were off!  The car felt so much 
better and I could really start to push hard and go for all 
5 points here! On the 8th lap we got just that; a 1.35.433 - 
enough for 1st in class and session.

The final was here at last, and all we needed was 1st to 
win the championship so from the off I pushed hard to get 
a good lap time in which we did. After a few cool down laps 
I got the message we had been pushed to 2nd so was time 
to give everything I could. I gave it everything I could with 
the car and two laps later got the call - we were first with 
a 1.34.388. Clubman + 2017 Champions!

Unfortunately we had a bit of an overheating issue in the 
final and was gutted to find out when we returned to the 
workshop the radiator had failed. Onwards and upwards 
though - the Dynotech guys will be doing everything to get 
the ready for the next round so hopefully we will be back 
at Rockingham in a few weeks.

Once again thanks to the Dynotech guys for looking 
after the car and all my sponsors really appreciate all you 
guys do! R spec Flooring by Kimpton, Robex scoffolding, 
Roose Motorsports, MeisterR, Dynotech. 
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were not allowed in club class, the result was we had to go 
home again that evening very disappointed.

As a team we got out heads together and devised a plan, 
it was a long shot but we de tuned the car on the Saturday 
and headed back up to Croft on the Sunday morning, we 
had already missed a day of competing on the Saturday 
with our rivals gaining more points in the championship, 
we headed out Sunday morning in a now untested car in 
the hope we could try to gain some points back to help our 
championship hope! 

Warm up and practice went well but we had a few 
issues and so we headed out into qualifying nursing 
a few mechanical gremlins, that said, we managed a 
great effort to take second place behind Ben Albery who 

managed a cracking new lap record, but ahead of our 
main championship rivals Alex and Joseph! 

Now down to the final, the pressure was on, we 
have to remain ahead of Joseph and Alex to keep our 
championship hopes alive, after all the team’s hard work 
to get the car back to the track for the final, we made a 
monumental effort for the final and brought home the 
first place trophy. Smiles all round Team MG once again 
overcoming everything thrown at us! 

Now we head on to the final round of the season at 
Rockingham. A new track for me as a driver going into this 
round, we can either win or lose the championship. But I 
know both myself and Team MG will be doing everything 
we can to make sure we come out on top.

EVOLUTION SPORT  //  TIME ATTACK
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The venue is Castle Combe, the date is Saturday 23 September 2017 and the 
event is RALLYDAY – Europe’s Largest Rally Show and after 17 years, still a 
unique event in the UK attracting thousands of visitors – a mix of rally fans, 
car enthusiasts and families. 

Having attended every show since its inception in 2001, 

the MLR was front and centre with a close-to 40 car 

display in the main paddock, supported by Darin & Caren 

who manned the MLR trailer throughout the day, parked 

the cars in an orderly fashion (and without the aid of Neil 

(Hippyorange)’s slide rule!). 

The selection and variety of Evos was one of the best 

seen this year and ranged from an Evo2 through to Evo x... 

with the highlight being the stunning RS display heading 

up the stand; Evo 2RS, Evo5RS, Evo 6RS, Evo TME RS, Evo 

9RS and Evo x RS – 4 of them owned by Simon Cottingham 

who’d made it his mission to get all four cars on the stand! 

We take our provebial hats off to you Simon!! (see a feature 

on Simon’s ‘fleet’ in this issue)

Elsewhere at Castle Combe the venue was a buzz 

with the noise of rally cars whichever way you turned, 

whether on the track or in the paddock, unless you 

ventured further down to the gravel stage area which 

had been taken over by some extreme 4x4 muscle in 

the shape of the off-roaders... these machines get more 

mental every year, and what they can do (ie: go up – and 

down) is mind boggling! The highlight Feature Stage was 

– as always – a rally car show in action and of the highest 

standard and variety... there really was something for 

everyone regardless of you chosen era or favourite car, 

and all in tyre smoking action (well, maybe not some of 

the older cars!).

Of course one of the big attractions every Rallyday is the 

number of rallying celebrities which seems to grow year 

on year, and 2017 was amongst the best; Jari-Matti Latvala 

was demonstrating the new Toyota Yaris, Elfyn Evans 

piloted the M-Sport Fiesta (M-Sport having a huge stand 

alongside the MLR with a host of rally and performance 

road cars – and vans!) Harri Toivonen was back and as 

popular as ever, and Stig Blomqvist for the first time in his 

many appearances at Rallyday was behind the wheel of a 

Saab V4. Ott Tanak, Nicky Grist, Andeas Bakkerud, Keith 

Cronin, and head of M-Sport Malcolm Wilson were also a 

Words: Rob Scott   Photography: Sam Preston
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part of what was another very memorable show! 

In addition to seeing all the incredible machines 

dotted throughout the paddock, the members 

had also been hard at work judging their favourite 

cars on the MLR stand and dutifully handing in 

their votes. It was great to see so many members 

eagerly waiting to hear the results, and at 4pm 

Darin presented the winners with their own 

trophy for the mantelpiece. 

Best Evo 1-3 Stuart Hudspeth

Best Evo 4-6 Simon Cottingham

Best Evo TME Lee Egan

Best Evo 7-9 Dean Dupplaw

Best Evo X Simon Cottingham

Congratulations (again) to the 5 winners and 

best of luck to everyone next time... only 11 

months until we do it again! We hope you can 

be a part of it! 
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Words & Photography:  Pete Lineton

Having sold my beautiful Red TME over a year ago 
I told myself that’d be me done with Evo ownership 
having owned the lovely Mak and owned nine Evos 
from 2001. But we all know how difficult they are 
to get out of our system and seem to drag us back, 
however I was determined this time.

So, I’d got a nice budget to play with and having 
owned a lot of Ford Cosworths and loving the looks 
of the MK2 Focus RS I’d got an itch I really needed 
to scratch. So my search began, I’d done some brief 
research on the model, the what’s to look for, a bit like 
the search we do for Evos as they do suffer from rust 
quite badly also, the Focus that is. I set out my stall 

with what I wanted, spec, colour etc but finding the 
right car was more difficult than I though it would be. 
Then I heard of a lovely Ultimate Green example with 
low miles. I went to view the car and it was stunning, 
ticked all the boxes and I was ready to purchase but 
sadly my father fell ill and it was a no go.

A few months passed and all came good with my 
father and I still had the itch to scratch but by now 
I’d been car less for over 8 months and that Evo 
pull was coming back to me again, (oh dear). My 
membership had expired so I joined the MLR again 
and I was browsing and I saw Andy B’s advert for 
a lovely Ruri Blue Ix GT, I’ve known the car via the 

Here Today,  
Gone Tomorrow! 

as any regular mlr member Who uses the mlr forum ‘a bit’ Will knoW, 
peter lineton changes his evos like most of us change our socks, and 
alWays for another exceptional example.  We featured his mint red 
tme a While ago – a car We all thought Was a keeper, but We Were 
Wrong!  it’s noW been replaced With this equally breathtaking  
evo 9 gt... the only question is; hoW long for?!
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forum since it was imported in to the U.K in 2008 
and I’d always lusted after it ever since Nick aka 
MADrst had owned it.

So, I’ve known Andy for over 13 years and dropped 
him a PM and spoke to him about the car etc etc and 
we struck a deal, I put a deposit down on it without 
viewing, yes sounds a reckless thing to do but 
knowing Andy as I do and what he’s like car wise I 
knew my money was in safe hands.

Two weeks passed and I went to collect the car 
from Andy and this was my first real viewing of it 
and it was / is just sublime, it’s covered just a mere 
12,800 miles from new, has full History UK and Jap 
and full Japanese HPI and also grade 5 document 
sheet etc. It’s running ViPec ECU, Spec-R intercooler, 
71 series turbo with upgraded 80 series comp wheel, 
fuel pump, KW coilovers etc, all live mapped making 
414 bhp 427ftlb and it’s just a dream to drive.

I have to say it’s the best Evo I’ve owned and 
that’s a big claim having had some lovely examples, 
I thought my last TME was the pinnacle for me but 
this takes the trophy, I’d gotten myself in to a dead 
end with the Mak because values seemed to be 
rising daily and I’d have to wash it every time id been 
out in it etc and it takes away the fun of ownership 
and what they’re made for, so for me it had to go. 
Having said that the GT is even cleaner but because 
it’s not ever going to rise in value like the Mak I use 
it and don’t have to worry about it or wash it after 
every blooming drive.

Ok, now I’ve bored you all I’ll just finally add, will I 
keep it? Knowing me I doubt it, but I’ll try my hardest.  

Editors footnote: Well that didn’t last long! Pete has 
sold the GT before the magazine went to press – so 

there’s a new question; which Evo will be next?! 

Feature  //  Here today, Gone tomorrow!
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VEHICLE 2005 Mitsubishi Lancer evolution

 2005 GT Lightweight Model

 Colour: Ruri Blue IX GT

 Japanese HPI Clear

 Grade 5A with Copy of Import Documentation

 Full uK History from 2008

 Live Mapped @ 1.7 Bar Making 414Bhp 427Ftlb

ENGINE M.A.Developments - stage One

 Vipec eCu

  71 series Turbo With 80 series upgraded  

Compressor Wheel

 spec-R Intercooler & Pipework

 spec-R Blow Off Valve

 spec-R Intake with Large K&N

 Mongoose Downpipe & Decat

 Blitz Nur spec R exhaust

 255L Fuel Pump

 Blue Mivec Rocker Cover

 Carbon slam Panel

 spec-R Brake Fluid Tank

 spec-R Header Tank

 Powder Coated strut Brace

GEARBOx/STEERING  5 speed Rs Box

 Rs steering Rack

SUSPENSION KW3 Coil-Overs

WHEELS/BRAKES 18” Volk Ce28N With Goodyear F1s

 Godspeed 2-Piece Hook Front Discs With XP8 Pads

 Brembo Rear Discs With PF2 Pads

ExTERIOR Carbon MR Front splitter

 Carbon Vortex Generator 

 Carbon side skirts

 Rs Rear Diff

 Factory Privacy Glass

 No Rear Wiper From Factory

INTERIOR Ralliart 1/2 Leather Trim

 Ralliart Mats

 Ralliart Boot Mat

 Ralliart Carbon Centre Console
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evolution Life // South London

HeLLO FROM THe sOuTH LONDON RO!
So being that I am the South London RO I thought I 
would arrange a meet in Herne Bay on 20th August 
2017. It was a new show that I had found out about 
and was fortunate that it appealed to a few members. 

The day started with the traditional coffee or tea 
at the nearest service station where I was joined by 
LeeL, Squeakyclean32 and the kitch. After everyone 
had had a drink we set off, picking up EVO5DAD en 
route. We arrived at Herne Bay to be told that we 
were basically first, I do like an early start!, so we 
lined up and could not have asked for a better space, 
we were right on the sea front. A quick hop over the 
sea wall and you were on the beach. 

We were next joined by Mike & Jane, strange_
days_uk, Oliverash and extremecos, so all of us had 
arrived I positioned everyone and the polishers got 
polishing. Unfortunately a rebellious local, whom 
didn’t like a car show happening, refused to relocate 
the Passat so we had to park around it, still it made a 
talking point!! 

With the Gazebo on the beach and the gas stoves 
cooking we all sat around and had one of the most 
relaxing days at a show. Sadly the days stress 

freeness was short lived on the way home and the 
weather turned resulting in some members taking 
3.5hrs to get home due to an accident on M20 and M2 
so I did a bit of cross country driving and was tagged 
along by a few members which made the journey more 
interesting. The locals in some of the tiny villages 
turned heads as we rumbled through, not often you 
see 5 Evos in a row, let alone in the rain!! Still a great 
day was had and I hope to return next year.

Saturday 27th August was Wings & Wheels which is 
now really growing in popularity. With an early meet 
for a brew at the services I was joined by 6 fellow 
members and we set off for a slow drive to the show. 
Upon arrival, R33Twist and Tommann were already 
on the stand which was a first!! 

This year was same as last year as we had two 
stands - sadly due to Health and Safety they could not 
be joined together. So I parked everyone up (thanks 
once again to those who kept moving to keep my 
obsession a of a neat stand!!) and tried to do a split of 
models to make the two stands look good. 

This was regrettably not quite how I would of 
liked it due to a number of members paying and not 
arriving due to personal circumstances, (thanks 
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to those who managed to let me know in advance) 
some however didn’t which was very frustrating. But 
worry not, the gazebos were soon up, tables set and 
breakfast cooking! 

We settled back to watch the day’s events unfold, a 
walk around the event showed that as ever this was a 
very popular show and very well attended. The planes 
did not disappoint one bit and everyone enjoyed the 
Red Arrows at the end. With everything packed up 
and put into our Evos we all said our goodbyes and 
set off for the journey home, for some more eventful 
than others!!

Sunday 10th September was time for another show; 
Edenbridge, so with the ritual meet for a morning 
hot drink, this time coupled with the ever needed 
V-Power, I was joined by M3ROB, Squeakyclean32, 
and ypvs on a rather damp and foggy September 
morning. We set off for the very short drive and 
joined the queue for us to spy the kitch a few cars up 
with Hickster89. 

As a new show for us we were not quite used to not 
knowing where our pitch was so by borrowing some 

members, we worked out our stand and I set about 
moving everyone so it looked good, special thanks 
to those whom moved several times (again!), but it 
was worth it in the end. Gazebo up and gas stoves on 
breakfast was cooking. 

A new show that was explored by all and one that 
I will hope we can revisit again next year. However 
you still won’t get my in that helicopter!! Sadly the 
weather changed during the day so we packed up 
and set off quite sharpish in an effort to avoid the 
rain alas this didn’t happen!! Still a good day was 
had by all and keep an eye on the MLR for next 
 years show thread.

Next meet is on 1st October at Grasshopper for a 
mega roast dinner and keep an eye out for a meet in 
November and then the Christmas meet where Evos 
are not required.

Take care and safe driving out there everyone.

Dan
FORUM NAME: evo/nut
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Words & Photography: Tom Mann

The story started with the purchase of a completely 
standard EVO 8 GSR. The first few months were more 
than eventful with the clutch letting go and then having 
the balancer shaft belt let go, after having the top end 
of the engine being rebuilt due to valves and pistons 
meeting when they shouldn’t. This is when the cat 
and mouse modifications between myself and Dan 
started. I believe the phrase which was used to Ben 
at Eurospec was ‘Sod it if we are in there let’s have 
some fun’ the secret purchasing began, HKS EVC 6 
boost controller, Walbro 225 fuel pump, 80 series 
turbo, screamer pipe, Kelford 264 cams, HKS Titanium 
exhaust, C-TEC manifold and ID 750cc injectors. 

So, 6 months into ownership and I wasn’t quite sure 
I’d made the right choice, I’d had the car on the road 
for less than half of those 6 months and my pockets 
had been massively lightened. All this was then thrown 
to the back of my mind once I got the car back with it 
now making just over 400bhp after making the ‘265bhp 
will be plenty’ comment when I first bought it although 
I’m pretty sure most people I said that to knew it was 
never going to stay standard.

I can say Dan wasn’t best pleased when he had 
seen the transformation or shall I say ‘heard’ the 
transformation…. the screamer pipe was like a jet 
taking off when on full boost. So, this didn’t stay on 

Top Man! Top Man! 

after spending my early motoring years playing around 
With old fords including a mk2 fiesta xr2 and spending 
2 years not quite completing a ford 100e 2.0 Zetec rWd 
conversion proJect i finally gave in to the overWhelming 
temptation of delving into the Jdm World. after being taken 
out in a friend’s evo 8 mr, i kneW it Was the only Way to go.

Feature  //  top man!
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for too long and so the game of cat and mouse began 
once again with both now running over 400bhp and 
have had a considerable amount of time and money 
invested into them. 

I’d spend most evenings searching on the US 
Forums as I wanted to go a different route to everyone 
over here. The stanced look…. not everyone’s cup 
of tea, but a set of 10 inch wide xxR 521 BBS reps 
were ordered overseas along with 215/35/18 tyres. 
Obviously these wouldn’t just bolt on, so 25mm 
spacers to clear the front Brembos had to go on but 
still required arch modifications, so arch rolled the 
rear as much as possible and pulled the front fenders 
out to cover the tyre tread at least!  Adjusting coilovers 
was the comical part. Sunday morning I had the use 
of Dan’s driveway and we got it sitting perfectly… but 
what we both failed to notice was the slight incline to 
get onto the drive way in the first place… I was stuck! A 
hour or so later, 2 scaffold boards and I was away. 

The carbon bug was also caught seeing what was 
being done in the States and over here. I took and 
chance on a small UK supplier but delivery times 
turned from weeks to months to years, and due to 

still waiting for most of them almost 2 years later the 
carbon has stopped at the wings and bonnet… even if 
just for the time being. 

I spent the best part of 2 years driving about with 
it basically sitting on the floor having to plan my 
routes around speed bumps and only going into petrol 
stations I could get back out of… I’d had enough and 
with a trip planned to the Nurburgring in 6 months it 
was all change. I wanted a more track spec car, a car I 
could actually use the way it was supposed to be used.

This is where another influx of spending began. On a 
evening out and the easy accessibility of the new Ross 
Sport website I accidently ordered a 6 point safety 
devices roll cage and Cusco front and rear anti roll 
bars. And it didn’t stop there, wheels and tyres were 
the next on the list, so a set of Enkei NT03RR wheels 
and a set of sticky Yokohama AD08Rs were ordered 
to help out in the corners. None of this was quite as 
simple as it should have been with 1 of the wheels 
being lost somewhere between Japan and here, with 
the clock ticking down until we were off to Germany I 
was getting nervous as 3 wheels was not going to be 
enough. Finally Hypersport came through for me and a 
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replacement turned up just in time, after having to get 
the tracking and alignment done with Dan’s wheels as 
they had the same dimensions. 

The alignment and height adjustment made all the 
difference to the feel of the car, paired with a now 
sensible set of wheels and tyres I remembered what this 
car really was capable of in the corners and realized how 
much of this car I had been missing out on.

Paint became the next order of the day. Stu from 
Findlay Spray Works had some great ideas for how to 
finish of the car, although after spending some serious 
hours getting the end result just right he may have 
regretted saying yes to painting the rocker cover, power 
brace and roll cage. Even though it was a seriously 
tough job the final product was amazing, now I just need 
to get the cage into the car without scratching the paint 
that Stu had spent so many hours perfecting.

The trip to the Nurburgring gave me back the feeling 
of how the car should be driven with the perfect mix of 
unrestricted autobahns and the amazing twisty back 
roads and that was before we had even got on track. After 
getting over the sheer amazement of the Nurburgring and 
even seeing what can happen when it all goes wrong after 

the track being closed for almost the whole of the first day 
we were there due to a nasty roll over, it was time to get 
out there. I wouldn’t say it was the fastest of laps but we 
got back in one piece and will be back next year with a few 
more additions to the car and hopefully some more track 
experience under my belt. 

There has been a lot of help along the way with 
this project and its transformations, from Dan and 
James spurring me to keep pushing along, getting 
things ordered and booked in and driving all over 
the country, collecting parts to Stu at Findlay Spray 
Works for pushing the limits with and Andy at Miller 
Developments for the huge amount of ramp time at 
weekends and late night sessions working on the car 
into the early hours to get it finished for which ever 
show or trip was planned that weekend. 

There are a few things in the pipeline and some 
more bits I want to do to mainly the dent in the rear or 
the boot lid - which anyone who knows the car will tell 
you has been there far too long, but to get some more 
track experience and find the time to finish fittings all 
the parts which have been ordered that never made it 
on this summer. 

Feature  //  top man!
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ExTERIOR Carbon bonnet 

 Carbon arches

 Carbon splitter 

 Carbon cooling plate 

HANDLING  Godspeed 2-piece cross drilled and grooved front discs

 Godspeed Kevlar pads 

 Godspeed 2-piece cross drilled and grooved read discs 

 Godspeed Kevlar pads

 D2 Coil overs 

 Cusco carbon front strut brace 

 Cusco carbon rear strut brace

 Cusco power brace  

 Cusco front anti roll bar 

 Cusco rear anti roll bar 

 enkei NT03RR 

 Yokohama AD08R 

ENGINE  80 series turbo 

 Kelford 264 cams 

 Walbro 225 fuel pump 

 Tial BOV 

 CTec exhaust manifold 

 Titanium heat wrap

 Greddy intercooler 

 Ross sport hard pipes 

 HKs Titanium exhaust 

 HKs evc6 boost controller 

 HKs turbo timer 

 Zalinci clear cam cover 

 COP kit

 ID750cc injectors 

 sD conversion 

 K&N cone filter 

 Radium catch can 

 ACT stage 2 organic clutch  

COOLING Mishimoto alloy radiator 

 Alloy header tank 

 slimline fan 

INTERIOR  evo 9 GT interior 

 safety devices full roll cage 

 Longacre rear view mirror

 Flocked A, B and C pillars

 Flocked steering cowling  

 Black headliner 

 evo 9 MR interior 

 scroth 3” harnesses 

 Works bell snap off boss 

 Nardi steering wheel 
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As the tentacles of winter approach, we look back at 
the recent summer and confidence still resides in the 
fact mitsifever still has a firm grasp on the loyal core of 
mitsiholics among us!

I was determined to organise this summer meet 
come hell or highwater and it came to fruition with folk 
showing interest over time... it’s so easy for stagnation 
to set it as I know it’s a big ask these days with the costs 
and time involved!

Dublin was the choice this summer, no not the real 
capital, and somewhere a bit different to the usual 
shopping centre car parks was needed! The extremities 
of Dublin port at a small beach car park was picked out 
of a hat it seems.

En route from the South I met up with Rob (GSRcolt 
on MLR) and John P on the outskirts of Dublin, and 
what a magnificent pair of beasts they possess! Rob 
settles only for 100% his sweet n’ rare Ix Wagon is 
featured in Speedhunters: 

www.speedhunters.com/2017/08/business-front-family-
back

John’s red V is a pleasure to hear in the flesh roaring 
past with its stroker beating heart and a spec to drool 
over! It’s also been featured on Speedhunters:  
www.speedhunters.com/2016/02/an-irish-evolution

A few folk couldn’t make the trip unfortunately (not 
evo reliability woes at all!) yet an impressive turn out 
all the same! Caught up with some of the old crew and 
some new faces to boot!

A surprise police check point just before the 
destination wasn’t for us (!),just making enquires about 
a local transgression, so we took over the modest 
seafront car park slowly ...with some bemused looks 
from walkers / beachbum types! A good banter and 
intro for some fresh faces was had and have to mention 
that factory fresh Ix such a pleasure to see, who said 
modding is everything?!!!

Regular affair would be a port tunnel run... all 5.6kms 
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of it!! Yet it’s been fitted with average speed cameras 
now so damn it!! Yet come home time a few of us did it 
anyway ....the slowest speed run ever, silverness stuck 
in 2nd gear!

A successful day all in and no dramas for any of us.
Some time after I went to console a poorly VI local to 

me... seems to get travel sickness come meet time, but 
it’s now currently firing on all cylinders and purring like 
a cat... well it 

still has a CAT fitted!!
Attended another meet/cruise open to all marques 

recently but I was the only Evo... although not the only 

Mitsi as a cool black Starion also attended!
Makes one think, how rare these 4G63 icons are 

becoming?? All the more reason to keep them n the 
road rather than boxed up behind walls and a roof!

I still take every opportunity to get the fires stoked 
and even if 2 Evos meet, that’s a result in my eyes... 
never say die! Until the next installment, live long n 
prosper mein friends.

Wilhelm Schmitz
FORUM NAME: Will2
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Well what can I say?! It’s been a pretty hectic 3 
months since the show season. First off I’d like to 
apologise for the lack of meets in the South West 
region but it is becoming increasingly hard to get 
commitment to sort dates and locations over such 
a wide patch. Thanks to those of you who have 
commented on the roll call thread in the Regional 
Meets section as I really just want to find out who we 
have and where you are so we can get more pencilled 
in. I know Winter is coming and the pride and joy’s 
will soon be tucked away in the garages plotting their 
escape until the sun comes back around, but for those 
like me using them as daily drivers we have some 

great roads in the South West so let’s use them!
Now I have had a bit of bad luck in regards to my 

clutch deciding to give up the ghost after too much fun 
with my daily Evo 8 but Ross Sport managed to come 
to the rescue and Mechell managed to sort me a great 
deal on the clutch and associated fluids so if anyone is 
looking for parts head to them (and don’t forget your 
MLR discount). 

My car has also had some changes whilst it was off 
the road for a few weeks in regards to the turbo set up 
and it is now running a hybrid 80 series Evo 9 unit that 
is going to be around 450-490bhp all being well once 
I can afford to get the rods and pistons done but for 
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the meantime John at FCM Motorsport has had to rein 
the turbo in to ensure it doesn’t fire a rod through the 
side of the block and kills it. Again anyone looking for 
mapping or Evo work I would direct you towards FCM 
Motorsport based in Bristol as they are awesome lads 
who know their stuff.

As for the only real meet that has occurred since 
my clutch has been back in, there was a joint meet 
with the enemy ‘Devon Scoobies’ that started out in 
Braunton, then the Westcountry Inn for some food. 
There were mainly Scoobs there but my buddy also 
rocked up in his wide body Evo 8 GSR which made the 
meet a little more interesting to say the least. 

After food at the pub there we had a little road 
rally (with me in the Evo at the front #quickestfirst) 
and did a loop down to Stratton (just in Cornwall) 
then over to Holsworthy, Hatherleigh and back to 

Torrington for some pics. At this point the Scoobs 
had caught up and trapped me in a corner (see pics) 
but the Evo eventually broke free and we got pretty 
lucky with the weather.

Anyway it was a good meet and it would be great to 
get more bits in for the rest of the year and into next so 
please drop me a PM (coxy08) or comment on the roll 
call thread so I can find out who we have and where 
you are. 

There is a lot going on in the South West in regards 
to drag days and there is talk of a dyno day soon at 
GBE in Bridgwater so get in touch and let’s get the 
Evos out to play.

Jamie 
FORUM NAME: coxy08
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PROMs, PLANes & ‘PeRsIsTING’DOWN WITH RAIN
Well that was summer then! After some decent meets 
early in the year in sleet and cold plus some decent 
weather in spring up to the end of May, June through 
August flew by.  I assumed that the better summer 
weather would have brought out the members, but 
I was mistaken, mainly on the weather. Admittedly, 
we had a wet season, but despite that, the Southern 
RO did manage to attend a few other MLR events and 
attempt to organise some meets of his own.

JDM at Castle Combe circuit on June 10th was well 
attended by the club and a superb ‘smaller’ alternative 
to Japfest.  I attempted to organise a local meet the 
following weekend, but no takers, as it was father’s 
day apparently.  The RO had to cover snapper duties 
at the Goodwood Festival of Speed rally stage on the 
weekend June 30th to July 2nd.  This is a fantastic 
place to see some rally action including Lee Kedward 
(Keds101) in his Lancer Evo II plus a full fat WRC05 and 
a Starion kicking up the chalk dust in Sussex.

Mid-July, the RO had a proud dad moment taking 
Ethan to his school leavers’ prom in the VI.  The 
following day, July 15th we were up at ‘dark o’clock’ 
for the fantastic MLR stand at the Royal International 
Air Tattoo (RIAT) Fairford, organised by Wolfie28.  
Only 5 out of 6 cars arrived, as Craig (Sparksgsr) 
could not make it apparently last minute.  The RO 
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was kept company by some familiar faces Mark and 
Phyl (Sparkysevo) and a new one Rich (RichieEvoIx) 
so a great (long) day was had by all despite the 
gloomy weather.  The club stand was parked in a 
‘Phabulous’ location right next to the Greek Air force 
F4s within yards of the crowd centre-line.

Another meet was organised at Goodwood Motor 
Circuit on Saturday August 26th for the Harwoods 
super car track day. This featured glorious weather 
and the attendance of several Aston Martin exotica 
and Porsches including a 918 hybrid.  The most 
interesting attendee for the RO was actually a brace 
of Mustangs, of the P-51 variety.  Unfortunately, the 

MLR attendance was less than spectacular, with only 
a black Evo x parked nearby without an owner but 
suspected to belong to a nice chap called Jamie who 
had come to a meet in February. It is suspected many 
members were at Cadwell Park for the MOD.

The next big meets for the MLR are Rally Day on 
September 23rd and locally the Goodwood Breakfast 
club is “Sushi Sunday” for October 1st.  So come on 
bring out your evos, and show them off for the MLR!

Ian
FORUM NAME: VI_Shooter
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Drum roll please – A new regional organiser strolls 
into town for the Midlands area. Due to other 
commitments Martinwba has sadly decided to stand 
down after a number of year’s hard work for MLR. 
Martin, many thanks from MLR and the Midlands area 
for all the time and effort you put in during your time 
as Midlands RO.

Well a little about me - I’m relatively new to Evo 
ownership as I have only had my white Evo 6 TME for 
just over 2 years; however I have been a fan of Evo’s 
and Japanese performance cars for many years. I have 
been a petrol head for as long as I can remember; 
think it was playing Top Trumps as a kid started it all 
off. Suppose my first performance car (if you can call 
it that) was a Ford Fiesta xR2i. Other motors I have 
owned include Peugeot 306 Rallye (great car), a couple 
of (cough) Impreza’s and a Porsche 911 Turbo. I was 
looking for an Evo a couple of years back and as if by 
fate one was for sale only 3 miles away from where I 
lived. So after a look and a test drive I bought it. The 
car looks standard apart from the wing mirrors, which 
I’m still not sure I like. The only things I have done to 
it are adding the side decals and get it serviced. All 
other mods have been done by a previous owner. My 
initial plans for it are to get the underneath and other 
areas of concern looked at to try and get the dreaded 
corrosion dealt with. Then sort the misfire, oil leak, 

stereo, front brakes etc, etc, etc, the list goes on. I 
have been an active member with other car clubs and 
on forums so when the opportunity arose to become a 
Midlands RO I threw my hat into the ring so to speak. 
A few messages back and forth to Darin and the deal 
was done and very happy I am too to represent the 
Midlands area and MLR.

2017 MIDLAND MeeTs:

ROYAL INTeRNATIONAL AIR TATTOO – sATuRDAY 15 
JuLY 2017
Last year was the first attendance for MLR at the 
Royal International Air Tattoo (RIAT) at RAF Fairford, 
Gloucestershire and 2017 saw the return of MLR to the 
event. RIAT is essentially the biggest Military Airshow 
in Europe including an 8 hour flying programme with 
the added bonus of an Autodrome area for car clubs, 
which is located on site.

It was a very early start to the day, which meant 
firing up the Evo and waking the neighbours up at 
the ungodly hour of 4am!! A nice quiet drive on some 
cracking roads helped blow the sleep fairies away. As 
if planned to perfection all the Evo’s arrived at roughly 
the same time (me (wolfie28), Gratch, VI Shooter, 
RichieEvoIx and Sparkysevo). Our tickets and welcome 
pack were waiting for us on arrival and after a quick 
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security check (thankfully no cavity searches) we were 
shown to a holding area to await the escort vehicle. 
The escort vehicle arrived and we were escorted to the 
Autodrome show area. After a bit of discussion on the 
best location, all 5 Evos parked and lined up. A once 
over the cars with a detailing product of choice and the 
MLR stand was done, consisting of a 5, 6, a couple of 
TMEs (getting common these TMEs) and a 9. The cars 
looking stunning and unlike last year not all Evos were 
coloured white.

After all the hard work my stomach was calling 
for food (not the first time this has happened) so we 
followed our noses to the food stalls for a well-earned 
breakfast and a hot drink. Just about every cuisine 
was catered for but we plumped for the traditional 
sausage and egg bap – perfect. Being an exhibitor and 
having to arrive and set-up so early means you get a 
chance to get some cracking photos of the static park 
aircraft before the general public are allowed access. 
Also you can set-up your spot at prime locations along 
the crowd line to view the aircraft displays without 
someone in front of you.

The air display begun at 10am or I should say, 
should have started at 10am. Sadly and typically the 
great British summer weather led to certain display 
cancellations. Low cloud was the culprit, which 
eventually cleared as the day went on. Bad weather 
is the bane of air displays as they are not the sort of 
things you can move indoors. All display aircraft have 
display parameters such as cloud height and visibility 
distances. Depending on the aircraft these limits can 
be more or less than another aircraft. Typically the 
faster or bigger it is, the greater the height and greater 
the visibility it requires to carry out its display. If the 
weather is out of limits the aircraft does not fly. It 
all relates to spectator and aircrew safety, which is 
understandably paramount.

There were loads going on during the day to keep 
you entertained if the flying display is temporarily 
on hold. Exhibitor stalls selling all sorts from car 
cleaning products to sweets, adrenalin area with all 
sorts going on, kids play areas, technology areas and 
much more. The star of the show, the Autodrome area 
with the MLR club stand (yes I am biased).

The weather finally relented at the point in the 
flying programme where the Thunderbirds (United 
States Air Force Display Team) could display. Various 
aircraft did their display routines until the flying 
ended with the British Army Apache helicopter 
going through its paces, which included spectacular 
pyrotechnics display.

Due to health and safety reasons vehicle 
movement is kept to a minimum when the general 
public are on site, which meant all exhibitors had 
to stay put until a tannoy broadcast is made to lift 
movement restrictions. This gave us the chance of 
some food and another look round the static park 
aircraft. At approximately 8pm the tannoy lifted 
movement and we said our goodbyes after a great 
day despite the weather.

A big thank you to VI Shooter, RichieEvoIx, 
Sparkysevo and Gratch (who provided the fantastic 
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photos) for coming along and supporting MLR. I hope 
to organise a MLR stand for next year’s event so if you 
are interested keep your eyes peeled on the forum 
events section. Who knows, maybe we could beat this 
year’s attendance of 5 Evos next year.

suNDAY 23RD JuLY – RuTLAND WATeR, 
LeICesTeRsHIRe
A meet up at 10am then a convoy run to a second 
meet point, then on to Rutland Water for a coffee, 
ice cream and a leisurely stroll around. To be honest 
I was a little nervous organising my first meet and 
did not really have a clue if anyone would turn up. 
After only a minute at meet point 1 I heard the trusty 
sound of an Evo approaching. Success I thought as 
Shellis turned up in his silver Evo 9, which meant 
there would be more than me at the meet. A nice 
drive through some good B roads and we arrived at 
meet point 2 on the A47. Sadly no one else showed 
up so we made our way to Rutland Water. We chose 
a good spot to park and awaited the flood of Evo’s to 
pile in. Our wait was in vain as only my son turned 
up in his black Renault Megane RS 265. Never mind 
small steps and things can only get better. We got 
ourselves a bite to eat and a coffee, then a stroll 
round part of the lake shore. Talking Evos, the 
weather and just about everything in-between saw 
the time fly-by so after a couple of hours we said our 
goodbyes and headed home. 

sATuRDAY 26TH AuGusT – MLR eVO FesTIVAL AT 
CADWeLL PARK, LINCOLNsHIRe
The second meet of the summer was a convoy with a 
couple of meet point’s en-route to the first Evo festival 
at Cadwell Park race circuit in Lincolnshire. Leicester 
Forest East services northbound on the M1 at 8am 
saw 6 Evos descend upon it. Evos ranging from a 5 
up to a couple of 9s all looking gleaming in the early 
sunshine. A leisurely drive to meet point 2 and JaseH 
in his black Evo 9 was waiting. Sadly he could not go to 
the festival due to other commitments but it was good 
to catch up. After a short stop we went headed off to 
meet point 3. Due to an accident the A46 was shut at 
Lincoln, which was causing traffic chaos. At this point 
google maps came to the rescue as the police were 
diverting traffic into Lincoln; so after a short diversion 
we were back on track. There was no one at the final 
meet point so we headed to Cadwell.

A weekend, sunshine, Evos, friendly folks and track 
action made for a great event. Unfortunately I could not 
stay for over and be there Sunday but it sounded like 
everyone had a great time those that did. Saturday’s 
action wrapped up with a couple of parade laps of the 
circuit in an attempt to break the world record for the 
most Evos on track at one time. I am not sure how 
many Evos were on track but it looked great from my 
place near the back of the procession. Many thanks to 
Darin and his team for all the hard work that made the 
weekend possible.
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suNDAY 10TH sePTeMBeR – THe CLOCK 
WAReHOuse, sHARDLOW, DeRBYsHIRe
Looking at the weather a grey day loomed but the 
thought of driving the Evo brightened me up. Fuelled 
and ready to go I arrived at the Clock Warehouse 
pub at Shardlow, Derbyshire early to pick a good 
spot in the large car park for everyone to safely 
park their cars. After a couple of minutes Evo 
Stew arrived in his immaculate white Evo 6 RSx, a 
rare beast indeed, soon followed by DaveE5 in his 
beautiful white Evo 5. Sadly no one else turned up 
but at least it was a 100% increase in attendance 
compared to the July meet. After a chat and a look 
around the cars we headed into the pub for a drink 
and some food. The Clock Warehouse is a really nice 
pub in a nice location by the canal with a good sized 
car park and reasonably priced good food. Definitely 
a place for a future meet we agreed as it is only a 5 
minute drive from junction 24 on the M1. Bellies full 
and thirst quenched we went our separate ways and 
headed home.

THe FuTuRe AND 2018
My thoughts and hopes for the future are to meet up once 
a month thru spring, summer and autumn at various 
locations around the Midlands. The Midlands are such 
a large area so moving the meets around will hopefully 
give as many members as possible the chance to meet 
up without travelling larger distances all the time. The 
meets will only be as successful as the members make 
it and support it. To me is does not matter what Evo you 
drive, whether it’s out-once-a year garage queen, a daily 
runner, has a gazillion BHP or is totally standard; to me 
all Evo are fantastic cars and all will be welcome. I would 
welcome any suggestions on future meet venues, events, 
good driving roads or anything car related to make the 
meets more interesting and varied.

Really looking forward to meeting you all and 
onwards and upwards for MLR and the Midlands area.

 

Simon
FORUM NAME: Wolfie28
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THE REAL
PERFORMANCE
CLUTCH

facebook.com/XtremeClutch

Performance Flywheels Performance Accessories Contact Xtreme Clutch

Also Available

The Xtreme Clutch range of performance and motorsport clutch kits and 
components are available for a wide range of vehicles including Evolution I-X. 

Twin plate organic upgrades for high horsepower street applications.NEW

Mitsubishi Evolution Performance 
Upgrades Explained

To access the video simply scan the QR 
code with a QR app on your smartphone

• Single, twin and triple plate kit options available
• Organic, Ceramic or Carbon friction materials 

available to suit various applications

• Performance hydraulics including braided 
lines and heavy duty actuation components

• Lightweight performance flywheels

info@xtremeclutch.co.uk

xtremeclutch.co.uk 
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